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reat what you see. I can’t remember from whom I learned that phrase, but a
recent case really drove the point home for me.

Case presentation
A 31-year-old African male presented complaining of eye pain in his left eye
for several days’ duration. He also stated that he had developed a headache
right around that eye one day prior to his visit. He stated no vision change
in either eye.
His medical history was remarkable for systemic hypertension, which was
reportedly well controlled with a pill the name of which he was unsure. He has
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The patient’s left cornea. Note the fine white keratic precipitates
indicative of nongranulomatous inflammation.
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This month in Optometry Times®, case reports and deeper dives fill our pages.
First up as seen on the cover, Chief Optometric Editor Ben Casella, OD, FAAO, shares a case in which a
patient presents with very high intraocular pressures (IOP) and accompanying anterior uveitis. Dr. Casella
diagnosed the patient with rare Posner-Schlossman syndrome.
Next, fourth-year optometry student Emily Aristizabal presents a case of an 81-year-old patient presenting
with sudden decreased vision seen during her private practice rotation. Along with her mentoring and comanaging doctors, she discusses how the patient was ultimately diagnosed with non-anteritic anterior ischemic
optic neuropathy (NAAION).
Our third case report this month examines idiopathic orbital inflammation, and Brittany Warner, OD, outlines how differential diagnosis is important to diagnosing this condition.
Diving deeper, the prevalence of astigmatism and fitting practices of soft toric contact lenses is examined
by Karen Walsh and Anna Sulley. Spoiler alert: ODs should consider fitting more toric lenses.
Manish Dahal, Ranjila Shyangbo, and Raju Kaiti explore Duane’s retraction syndrome, its history, and
potential new treatment options.
Rounding out this month’s issue is a look at how point-of-care testing can aid diagnosis and treatment of
dry eye patients and a comprehensive summary of a patient nonadherence discussion by Associate Editor
Brooke Beery..
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Hard-working health departments doling out vaccines
By Benjamin P. Casella, OD, FAAO
Chief Optometric Editor

Practices in Augusta, GA, with his
father in his grandfather’s practice
bpcasella@gmail.com
706-267-2972

A

s I am writing this editorial, I am scheduled
to get round 1 of the COVID-19 vaccine. The
vaccine is available in our area for healthcare
workers and persons age 65 or older. I am supposed
to drive to a school down from my office tomorrow at 12:50 with a mask, a short-sleeved shirt,
my driver’s license, and my optometry license in
order to get stuck. I hear that it is a drive-up setting, and the process will take about 20 minutes.
The process essentially involves getting on the
phone. We called our health department a lot.
Sometimes the phone would just ring and ring.
Sometimes the call wouldn’t go through likely due
to high volume of calls. Sometimes we would get
through to someone who said he would transfer
us, then the phone cut off. Then, my father finally
got through to someone who said she could sched-

ule us. I ran back to the back of the office and got
on his phone because he wasn’t able to sign up
other people.
People getting the vaccine must personally
answer all the questions:
– Are you a healthcare worker?
– Who is your employer?
– What’s your name and date of birth?
– Have you tested positive for the COVID-19
virus in the past 2 weeks?
– Have you ever had a severe reaction to a
vaccine?
– Are you currently under quarantine?
– Are you pregnant or nursing?

It would be easy to
blame government
and the health
department, but
that’s not my mindset

cine storage? How many people who are eligible
for the first rounds of the vaccine will refuse it?
What about those who have appointments and don’t
show? There is so much going on, I have faith that
my local health department is doing its best, and
So, it would be easy to blame the local gov- I will be patient with the process.
ernment and the health department for it being
Should we have been in a state of widespread
so difficult to get through. However, that’s not preparation for the rollout of these vaccines when
my mindset. I can’t imagine how hard our local
we got word that trials were headed for Phase
health departments are working right now to
3? Of course. If anything like this hapget people vaccinated in a timely fashion.
pens again, we will have learned a
See
Such a logistically complex undertakgreat deal from these circumstances.
how toric
ing is unlike anything most of us have
That is no fault of our local health
lens fitting may
ever seen. There is just no way to be
departments, and I look forward to
not meet astigmatic
patients’ needs on
totally prepared for something like this.
giving a heartfelt thanks when they
page 34.
What about the cold temperatures for vaccome up to my driver’s side window.
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News Update

RECENT INDUSTRY NEWS
Kala Pharmaceuticals introduces Eysuvis (loteprednol etabonate) 0.25% for the short-term treatment of the signs and symptoms of dry
eye disease. Eysuvis is now available in national and regional U.S. pharmaceutical distribution centers.
Kala has hired a team of 91 sales reps, with plans to expand to 125
reps in 2021, pending the status of the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition, Kala’s payor account team is actively engaged in contract discussions with Commercial and Medicare Part D health plans, according to
the company.

With a refreshed logo, Essilor launches a new national television campaign for Varilux. The campaign will air nationwide in 2021
across TV providers, Hulu, YouTube, and more, driving awareness of the
Varilux brand, defining the benefits of a progressive lens and compelling
consumers to book an appointment.
With the new logo and branding system for Varilux, Crizal, and Eyezen,
Essilor looks to develop stronger patient recognition and to help drive
demand to eyecare professionals, according to the company.

pia in children. The guide, titled “Managing Myopia: A Clinical Response
to the Growing Epidemic,” is a result of a year of collaboration with organizations in optometry, including the American Optometric Association,
American Academy of Optometry, Association of Schools and Colleges of
Optometry, and Singapore Optometric Association.

Genentech announced positive topline results for Phase III
YOSEMITE and RHINE studies evaluating faricimab, the first investigational bispecific antibody designed for the eye, in diabetic macular edema.
In the YOSEMITE and RHINE trials, faricimab met the primary endpoint measuring the average change in best-corrected visual acuity score
from baseline at one year compared to aflibercept.
In both studies, faricimab was generally well-tolerated with no new
safety signals identified.

Ocuphire Pharma has completed enrollment earlier than
expected in its MIRA-2 Phase 3 registration clinical trial evaluating the
safety and efficacy of Nyxol to reverse pharmacologically-induced mydriasis.

Bausch + Lomb initiates the second of 2 Phase 3 studies
evaluating the investigational treatment NOV03 (perfluorohexyloctane)
as a first-in-class investigational drug with a novel mechanism of action
to treat signs and symptoms of dry eye associated with meibomian gland
dysfunction. Enrollment of the first Phase 3 study is currently underway
and has reached 85 percent of its enrollment goal.
NOV03 is a proprietary, water-free, and preservative-free solution based
on patented EyeSol technology from Novaliq. In a Phase 2 study of 336
patients, NOV03 met its primary efficacy endpoint of statistically significant improvement of total corneal fluorescein staining over control
at eight weeks, according to the company. In addition, NOV03 showed
statistically significant improvement of severity and frequency of dryness and burning and stinging of the eyes with no notable safety events.

Johnson & Johnson Vision has released a new guide with recommendations for eyecare professionals to assess, monitor, and treat myo-

VisionQuest Biomedical has received 510(k) clearance from
the U.S. Food & Drug Administration to market Image Quality Analyzer
(IQA) software, which reduces unreadable images captured in teleretinal
screening programs by retinal photographers.
IQA is a software system intended for use in analyzing and managing
images acquired with digital fundus cameras. It detects the most common causes of retinal imaging artifacts: bright crescents, blurriness,
and poor illumination. The software then prompts the user to retake the
image and provides clues for improving the image quality. The software
can be used with both tabletop and portable retinal cameras.
IQA will also power two of VisionQuest’s pipeline products: EyeStar
and ASPIRE. EyeStar detects diabetic retinopathy, while ASPIRE uses a
smartphone imaging device and artificial intelligence software to detect
malarial retinopathy, a highly specific sign of cerebral malaria. Neither
EyeStar nor ASPIRE have been cleared by the U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA).

The latest update of the virtual eye science
game, CORE Knowledge 2.0, is now available at
COREKnowledgeGame.org. Nearly 100 new topics were
added, and the leaderboard was reset to make way for
a new champion.
The online game debuted at Association for Research
in Vision and Ophthalmology (ARVO) 2018 and presents competitors with multiple choice questions covering basic and clinical ocular research topics. Participants race a two-minute clock to correctly answer as
many questions as possible before time runs out.
The game was conceived and developed by the Centre for Ocular Research & Education (CORE).
Test your knowledge at COREknowledgegame.org.
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Norlase has received the
European CE Mark for the
LION green laser system. LION
combines the Keeler Vantage
Plus diagnostic indirect ophthlamoscope with Norlase’s
compact laser technology
into one device. LION features an untethered and
portable design.
The CE Mark approval follows the October 2020 510(k)
market clearance of LION by
the U.S. FDA.

News Update

Aldeyra Therapeutics announces positive top-line symptom,
redness, and Schirmer’s test results from the run-in cohort of the Phase 3
TRANQUILITY clinical trial in patients with dry eye disease.
Patients received four doses of 0.25% reproxalap or vehicle one day
prior to and two doses on the day of exposure to a 90-minute dry eye
chamber with minimal humidity, high airflow, and forced visual tasking.
Patients receiving reproxalap scored higher on two assessed symptoms, visual analog scale ocular dryness score and ocular discomfort
score. Consistent with previously announced allergen chamber Phase
2 clinical trial results, reproxalap demonstrated statistically significant
improvement over vehicle in ocular redness. Improvement in ocular
symptoms and redness occurred within minutes after reproxalap dosing.
No adverse findings were observed, and reproxalap was well-tolerated.
The main cohort of TRANQUILITY is expected to begin enrollment
in February 2021, and results are expected in the second half of 2021.
A second Phase 3 clinical trial, TRANQUILITY-2, is expected to initiate
in the first quarter of 2021.

Alcon has commercially launched AcrySof IQ Vivity, the first
and only non-diffractive extended depth of focus intraocular lens (IOL)
in the United States.
Vivity provides an extended range of vision from distance to near
without increasing the incidence of visual disturbances, according to
the company. Alcon’s proprietary non-diffractive X-WAVE technology
stretches and shifts light without splitting it, allowing Vivity to provide
high-quality vision at distance and intermediate focal points as well as
functional near vision.
According to Alcon, Vivity is a presbyopia-mitigating IOL option for
patients who are not candidates for a diffractive IOL platform, but want
more spectacle independence.

Haag-Streit unveils Lenstar Myopia, the company’s Lenstar 900
optical biometer and corresponding software EyeSuite Myopia.
EyeSuite Myopia uses new axial length growth curves and was developed in cooperation with myopia experts. Lenstar 900 provides precise
axial length measurements and keratometry to myopia management
practitioners according to the company.

CooperVision has committed funding for the new eye care
clinic at The Ohio State University (OSU) College of Optometry. ConNuSight Medical has introduced NuLids Revitalize Eyelid Gel.
The Eyelid Gel has been formulated from natural ingredients known to
soothe, hydrate, and protect ocular tissues, according to the company. It
has been developed both as a companion product for use with the NuLids
System and as a standalone product to provide relief.

Hilco Vision has acquired Illinois-based M&S Technologies,
effective December 31, 2020. M&S Technologies produces digital vision
testing systems, and Hilco Vision manufactures professional optical tools
and ophthalmic supplies. The business will continue to be based in Illinois, according to the company.

New England College of Optometry (NECO) is the recipient
of a grant from the The Coca-Cola Foundation, the philanthropic arm
of The Coca-Cola Company, that will fund a new diversity and inclusion scholarship.
This is the third diversity and inclusion scholarship established at
NECO in the past few months, according to the college. In addition to
The Coca-Cola Foundation Scholarship, Warby Parker gifted a scholarship
to be awarded to two Black scholars that covers tuition for the College’s
four-year doctor of optometry program. NECO alumna Dr. Alan Glazier
gifted scholarship funds with the goal to increase Black and underrepresented minority participation in the field of optometry.
The grant also furthers NECO’s organization-wide program for diversity and inclusion.

tact lens services provided by the clinic include soft contact lens fittings
for the correction of myopia, astigmatism, presbyopia, and myopia management for children.
Opened in January, Ohio State’s Optometry Clinic and Health Sciences Faculty Office Building is a 6-story facility with 56 exam rooms.
The clinic offers primary vision care, contact lens fittings, dry eye treatment, vision therapy, and pediatric services. The clinic also houses an
optical shop with more than 3,000 frames on display.
CooperVision’s support of Ohio State’s new clinic is the first of several expanded partnerships with optometry programs across the nation.

Transitions Optical launches a new education course called,
“Offer Your Patients the Best” to reveal patient insights and research
demonstrating that wearers prioritize darkness in photochromic lenses.
Presented by Chris King and Mayara Castillo from Transitions and
Dr. Chris Lievens, the course shows the best a lens can offer from the
patient’s perspective and how to evaluate photochromic technologies
entering the market.
It includes research that shows that after 2 weeks of trial, wearers
were more satisfied with the level of darkness and activation speed of
Transitions Signature GEN 8 lenses over a different lens. Wearers preferred Transitions lenses becaise the lenses got darker outdoors. Wearers
were similarly satisfied with the fadeback speed of both lenses, showing that without a premium level of darkness, wearers may not be as
satisfied. Protection and outdoor darkness are the top expectations for
photochromic lenses.
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Technology
Point-of-care testing helps dry eye diagnosis
Continued from page 1

TAKE-HOME MESSAGE Due to the COVID-19
pandemic, optometric care is experiencing a rapid
shift towards medical diagnostic testing that is taken
at the time and place of patient care. Deliver better
outcomes by modernizing point-of-care testing. Doing
so allows ODs to diagnose sooner and treat with greater
specificity.

matory marker that is consistently elevated in the
tears of patients with dry eye disease.7,8 Evaluation of MMP-9 levels in patients has the potential
to target an underlying inflammatory mechanism
of dry eye that would otherwise go undetected.
InflammaDry is capable of assisting a clinician’s
ability to test, diagnose, and treat inflammatory-related dry eye while simultaneously minimizing
additional time required in the exam room. With
results available in 10 minutes, InflammaDry has
great potential to provide an individualized treatment plan for the patient from initial examination
Several studies have evaluated the sensitivity
and specificity of InflammaDry in the diagnosis of
dry eye disease using various metrics and inclusion
criteria, such as Schirmer testing, keratoconjunctival staining, ocular surface disease index (OSDI),
and TFBUT. One study found InflammaDry to have
a sensitivity of 85% (121 of 143 patients) and specificity of 94% (59 of 63 subjects) in the evaluation
of dry eye disease.9 To better understand the utility of InflammaDry in the evaluation of dry eye,
further studies are needed. MMP-9 is known to be
elevated in conjunctivochalasis, vernal keratoconjunctivitis, and contact lens wear. The multifactorial nature of dry eye disease necessitates that
See Point-of-care testing on page 10

“In today’s
socially distant
world, it is
important to
minimize time
spent in close
proximity
without
compromising
patient care and
outcomes”

Photo courtesy of Celso Pupo @Adobe Stock

decisions regarding patient care.1
reading of >15 mm per eye.4 From a
Testing, results, and diagnosis perPOC perspective, this allows an optomformed at the slit lamp and in the exam
etrist to make an informed decision on
room where optometrists come in close
first-line treatment regimens such as
contact with patients is often suppleartificial tears versus punctal plugs in
mented by new technologies like POC
the management of aqueous deficient
testing.
and evaporative dry eye. POC testIn today’s socially distant world, it
ing brings real-time diagnostic deciTHOMAS A. WONG,
is important to minimize time spent in
sion making closer to the patient. FurOD, is director of
close proximity without compromising
thermore, easy repeatability of diagnew technologies
patient care and outcomes. An advannostic testing increases both accuracy
at SUNY College of
tage is the ability to effectively capiand precision, thus improving patient
Optometry in New
talize on technological advancements
outcomes.
York City
to maximize POC testing, particularly
with dry eye, ocular surface disease,
Tear film break-up time
and conjunctivitis.
Another great example of POC testing
The eye’s anterior segment begins
for dry eye is tear film break-up time
at the tear film, the primary refractive
(TFBUT).5 Optometrists have the advansurface of the eye. The tear film can be
tage of being able to evaluate TFBUT
compromised by lack of tear production
while at the slit lamp prior to measuring
(aqueous deficient) or too-rapid disapintraocular pressure (IOP), e.g. performpearance of the tears (evaporative).2 An
ing Goldmann applanation tonometry
NATALIE NGUYEN,
example of eye care POC testing is Tearwithout significantly increasing overOD, FAAO, is
Lab’s Osmolarity System which allows
all exam time and minimizing provider
externship site
supervisor at Omni
for objective and quantitative measureand patient risk of exposure (especially
Eye Services in New
ment of tear osmolarity, a biomarker of
important in a COVID-19 world).
Jersey
dry eye. Tear osmolarity has been found
A critical test in assessing the integto be an important metric in both the
rity of the tear film and cornea, TFBUT
diagnosis and classification of dry eye disease.3
allows optometrists to be able to both provide
POC testing without the requirement of additional
Schirmer test
resources or equipment necessary to test/quanA long-standing method of quantifying tear pro- tify, receive results, diagnose, or assess the production is the Schirmer test. Schirmer 1 measures gression of evaporative dry eye.
total tear production including basal and reflex,
while Schirmer 2 measures reflex secretion exclu- MMP-9 testing
sively and involves nasal stimulation following Another valuable resource is InflammaDry (Quidel),
strip insertion into the lower fornix.
the first and only in-office test that detects eleGenerally, Schirmer 1 is performed more fre- vated levels of matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMPquently in the optometric setting with a normal 9).6 It has been shown that MMP-9 is an inflam-

Technology
Point-of-care testing
Continued from page 8

optometrists analyze how to best utilize InflammaDry in their diagnostic regimen.10

Conjunctivitis
Another important application of POC testing is in
diagnosing and managing acute conjunctivitis—
especially adenovirus conjunctivitis which affects
1 in 4 patients with acute conjunctivitis.17,18 AdenoPlus (Quidel) has high specificity for diagnosing adenoviral conjunctivitis (92%), but a lower
sensitivity (50%), demonstrating the importance
of real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
confirmation.19
During the COVID-19 pandemic, clinical
improvement amendment waivers have been
granted by the U.S. Food & Drug Administration
(FDA). QuickVue Adenoviral conjunctivitis Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA)waived testing allows for rapid, accurate, in-office,
diagnostic decision making.
Differential diagnosis based on objective clinical findings (lid edema, serous discharge, hyperemia, conjunctival follicles, pre-auricular nodes)
can provide accurate diagnosis of adenovirus conjunctivitis However, the use of POC testing has
been shown to further improve diagnostic accuracy.21 “Area under the curve” (AUC) data was
used to compare the prediction performance of
different diagnostic models.
When Quickvue was added to slit lamp and
physical exam findings, the AUC predictive values increased from 0.84 to 0.95. A more accurate,
real-time diagnosis of adenoviral conjunctivitis can
prevent the spread of infection, reduce potential
ocular allergies and toxicities to unnecessary antibiotic use, and help prevent antibiotic resistance
by reducing unnecessary antibiotic prescriptions.20

Conclusion
Health care continues to evolve at a rapid rate,
especially in the setting of COVID-19. This secondarily has induced a shift in optometric care
toward POC testing, which has shown to be pertinent in the treatment and management of ocular surface disease and adenoviral conjunctivitis.
With the addition of POC testing to traditional
slit lamp and physical examination findings, especially in an inter-professional setting, the optometrist is able to improve eyecare diagnosis and management while maintaining the safety of patients,
staff, and clinicians.
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Glaucoma
High IOP and anterior uveitis lead to Posner-Schlossman diagnosis
Continued from page 1

not lived in the United States for very
long, and he reported being blind in his
right, fellow eye for several years due
to an infection related to contact lens
wear when he was still living in Africa.
His family history was noncontributory.

an area of small white keratic precipitates centrally (see Figure 1). The anterior chamber in that eye was remarkable for Grade 1 cells, which were moving well. There were no defects on the
anterior lens capsule in either eye.
The patient’s angles were open to
Clinical presentation
Grade 4 on von Herrick assessment.
BENJAMIN P.
He presented wearing glasses with
Gonioscopy also showed open angles,
CASELLA, OD,
a low myopic prescription. Entering
with each angle open to the ciliary body
FAAO, practices
corrected visual acuities were 20/100
with flat iris approaches, mild trabecuin Augsta, GA,
in the right eye and 20/25 in the left.
lar meshwork pigment, and no blood or
with his father in
Pupil testing was unremarkable, as was
other obstructions in either eye.
his grandfather’s
practice
confrontation visual field assessment.
Dilated posterior segment examinaExtraocular muscle testing showed full
tion showed healthy retinas which were
ranges of motion in each eye with no pain upon intact. There were no vascular abnormalities, and
eye movements.
both optic nerve heads were intact and well perIntraocular pressures (IOP) were 16 mm Hg in fused. Both vitreous humors were attached and
the right eye and 44 mm Hg in the left by means quiet.
of rebound tonometry in the mid-morning. Goldmann applanation tonometry revealed IOPs of 16 Diagnosis
mm Hg in the right eye and 42 mm Hg in the left. After considerable thought, I diagnosed this patient
His conjunctiva was quiet in the right eye and with Posner-Schlossman syndrome, also known
had trace to Grade 1 injection in the left. The by its arguably more sinister name, glaucomatopatient’s right cornea showed a central round stro- cyclitic crisis. He stated no pulmonary diseases or
mal scar presumably from a previous corneal ulcer. conditions or difficulty breathing. His pulse was
The remainder of his right eye’s anterior segment 74 beats per minute and had a regular rhythm.
was unremarkable.
I had a sample of Combigan (brimonidine tarSpecifically, his right anterior chamber was deep trate/timolol maleate, Allergan) and instilled one
and quiet. The patient’s left cornea was remarkable drop in his left eye. He returned an hour and a
for a small, faint round scar inferiorly as well as half later as instructed, and his IOP in that eye

“

This
unilateral
condition
subjects
patients to
high IOP
and uveitis

TAKE-HOME MESSAGE A patient presented with
intraocular pressure of 44 mm Hg, small white keratic
precipitates, and Grade 1 anterior chamber cells in the
left eye. He was diagnosed with Posner-Schlossman
syndrome, also called glaucomatocyclitic crisis, an
uncommon, recurrent condition with high IOP and
nongranulomatous anterior uveitis.

had decreased to 24 mm Hg.
I informed the patient of his condition and prescribed timolol maleate 0.5% ophthalmic solution
to be used once in the morning as well as prednisolone acetate ophthalmic suspension to be used
every 2 hours while awake in the left eye. I invited
him back the following morning for a follow-up
examination.

Follow-up
The next morning, he reported good compliance
with both of his drops and reported feeling better.
Distance visual acuity in the right eye was
unchanged and was 20/20 in the left eye. Both conjunctivae were quiet. The cells in the left anterior
chamber were still present but better and graded
as trace. The keratic precipitates on the left cornea were unchanged.
IOPs by means of Goldmann applanation tonometry were 14 mm Hg in the right and 10 mm Hg in
the left. I instructed him to stay on the same regimen with his drops and to return for follow-up
care in 3 days.
At that time, the right eye was essentially
unchanged. The left eye was still 20/20 corrected
at distance. IOP in the mid-morning was 8 mm Hg
in that eye, both anterior chambers were quiet,
and the keratic precipitates on the left cornea were
almost resolved completely.
At that point, I instructed the patient to continue
the timolol maleate every morning and tapered the
prednisolone acetate to 4 times a day.
One week later, the patient’s anterior chamber
remained clear, IOP was again 8 mm Hg, and the
keratic precipitates had resolved completely.
I had the patient discontinue the timolol maleate and began further tapering the prednisolone
acetate. A follow-up visit in another week was
pending at the time I authored this manuscript.

Discussion
Posner-Schlossman syndrome, also known as glaucomatocyclitic crisis, is an uncommon, unilateral,
and often recurrent condition in which a patient is
subject to high IOP along with mild nongranulomatous anterior uveitis.1 As such, small to medium
fine keratic precipitates are also common.
Since it was first described, 2 there has been
See High IOP on page 12
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Glaucoma
High IOP

Continued from page 11

much debate about the exact cause of this condition. More recently, there has been considerable evidence for a viral cause, with one study
finding over 50% of study participants with Posner-Schlossman syndrome to have cytomegalovirus (CMV) in their aqueous humors as detected by
means of polymerase chain reaction.3
The mainstays of treatment include controlling
high IOP and decreasing inflammation. Controlling
high IOP is particularly important because recurrent bouts of high IOP may lead to optic nerve

damage.
Having not seen a case of this condition since
my resident days at the hospital in Brooklyn (coupled with the fact that this particular presentation
was in the patient’s good eye), I had to stop and
think for an extended moment before wrapping
my head around proper management.
I took extra time in performing gonioscopy in
order to ensure I hadn’t overlooked any obstructions. I was happy that this patient was relatively
straightforward to treat and is doing well, and I
appreciated the opportunity to revisit this uncommon and potentially damaging clinical ocular condition.
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Retina
Patient experiences
sudden decrease in vision
Imaging shows optic disc swelling and retinal nerve fiber layer thickening
By Emily Aristizabal; Scott Forman, MD; Ami Ranani, OD;
and George Paul, OD
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n 81-year-old female presented with a chief complaint of a painless reduction in vision for the last
5 days. The patient was unsure of which eye the
vision was reduced in but reported a constant
reduction in visual acuity with no improvement. The patient
denied any changes to medical history, recent ocular trauma,
flashes of light, or associated symptoms. She reported her
vision did not improve with her glasses. The patient lives
alone but was accompanied to the visit by her son.

Examination and testing
The patient has a medical history of smoking, hyperlipidemia,
hypertension, sleep apnea, arthritis, anxiety, and depression—
which the patient is being treated for and reports good compliance with medication. Her medications include diazepam
5 mg, hydrochlorothiazide 12.5 mg, escitalopram 10 mg, simvastatin 20 mg, and trazodone 100 mg. The patient does not
take hypertensive medication in the evening.
External examination revealed best corrected visual acuities (BCVA) of 20/30 OD and 20/60 OS. Pupils were 2 mm
in bright light and 3 mm in dim light. They were brisk and
reactive to light, and a Grade 3 left relative afferent pupillary defect was present. No pain or double vision was noted
on extraocular movements but restriction was noted on confrontation visual field OS greater than OD.
Slit-lamp exam revealed age-related cataracts (2+ nuclear
sclerosis, trace posterior subcapsular) and cortical spoking
OU. The patient had intraocular pressures (IOP) of 15 mm
Hg OD and 12 mm Hg OS. The remaining anterior segment
exam was unremarkable.
Dilated fundus exam revealed optic nerve pallor OD and
circumferential pallid optic nerve swelling OS. (+) Arteriole attenuation OU. (-) Disc hemorrhages OS. There were no
hemorrhages, exudates, or edema in the macula OU. This
can be seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The patient’s previously recorded cup-to-disc ratio was 0.3 OU.
Optic nerve optical coherence tomography (OCT) showed
signal strengths of 7/10 OD and 5/10 OS. Poor signal strength
and high segmentation errors OS skew results compared to
the normative database. The right eye showed an average
retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thickness of 49 µm. On the
RNFL thickness plot, the right eye shows generalized thinning in the superior, inferior, and temporal quadrants. The
optic nerve OCT of the left eye confirms the appearance of
swelling of the left optic disc. The RNFL thickness plot of
the left eye shows pathological thickening. The optic nerve
OCT results can be seen on Figure 3. A ganglion cell analysis may provide more conclusive information in this case.
She was sent for immediate blood work, including C-reactive protein (CRP), erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR),
platelet count, and complete blood count with differential.
She was referred for a next-day neuro-ophthalmology workup.

3

Figures 1 and 2. OD and OS fundus photos.
Figure 3. Optic nerve OCT results.

Follow-up
The patient returned the next morning for her neuro-ophthalmology
appointment and was now accompanied by her daughter. BCVA was
20/30 OD and a slow 20/50 OS.
Her blood work results showed a normal platelet count and ESR.
However, her CRP level was elevated, measuring 16mg/L.
A 24-2 Swedish Interactive Testing Algorithm (SITA) Fast visual
field was performed at this visit. The right eye showed good reliability with few fixation errors, low false positives and negatives. The test
revealed a macula-sparing superior altitudinal defect with an infeSee Sudden vision decrease on page 16
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Treat the Tear Film,
Treat Your Patient
Walter Whitley, OD, MBA, FAAO
Virginia Eye Consultants
Dr. Whitley is a paid consultant for Alcon.
At our tertiary care referral practice, one of my roles is helping to
oversee the ocular surface disease clinic, to help optimize a patient’s
tear film prior to surgery. Ocular surface disease—that is, dry eye—
results from a number of potential underlying pathologies, such
as decreased lacrimal gland secretion or meibomian gland
dysfunction (MGD).1,2 For many patients, over-the-counter eye drops
are the first step in finding relief from dry eye symptoms, 3 but they
may need help from an eye care professional in order to find an
appropriate product.
Two of my recent patients stress the importance of my artificial tears
recommendations. Just today I saw a 64-year-old African American
patient complaining of fluctuating vision in the morning and glare at
night. Slit lamp examination revealed 1+ meibomian gland dysfunction
OU, 4 second tear film break up time OU, 1+ superficial punctate
keratitis OU and tr cortical cataracts OU. I recommended SYSTANE®
COMPLETE in addition to a heat mask for 5 to 10 minutes daily. I also
recently saw a 32-year-old white female for a one-month post LASIK
follow-up. While her vision was improved, she was experiencing
foreign body sensation and vision fluctuations, and was using generic
preserved artificial tears up to 20 times a day. I switched her to
SYSTANE® HYDRATION Preservative Free (PF), omega -3 fatty acid
supplements, and a heat mask 5 to 10 minutes daily.

Figure 1. The SYSTANE® Artificial Tears Family 6
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

SYSTANE® COMPLETE and SYSTANE® HYDRATION PF (Figure 1) both
include HP-GUAR, a unique, viscous, mucomimetic polymer that forms
a cross-linked meshwork on the ocular surface to hold active lubricants
in place and support hydration and protection against desiccation.4,5
SYSTANE® COMPLETE uses nanotechnology to create an nanoemulsion
with particles <100 nm in size, increasing the surface area and
improving stability and efficiency of delivery of the active lubricants.6–8
SYSTANE® HYDRATION PF with HYDROBOOST technology contains
sodium hyaluronate, which helps retain the active lubricants on the
ocular surface for long-lasting hydration.5,9,10 SYSTANE® COMPLETE is
effective for patients with MGD, evaporative dry eye, aqueous-deficient
dry eye, and those with mixed dry eye. SYSTANE® HYDRATION PF is
designed for patients who may benefit from preservative-free dry eye
symptom relief, are LASIK or cataract patients seeking relief from dry
eye symptoms, have aqueous-deficient dry eye, or may require eye
drops more than 4 to 6 times per day.

SYSTANE® COMPLETE

SYSTANE® HYDRATION PF

Every major type of dry eye

Using a preservative-free
drop more than 4x per day

Bottle (5 mL, 10 mL, 2x10 mL)

Bottle (10 mL)

Propylene glycol
Polyethylene glycol 400

INACTIVE INGREDIENTS

HP-Guar
Sodium hyaluronate
Phospholipid + mineral oil
BAK (preservative)
Polyquad® (preservative)
EDTA

USES
PACKAGING
*All SYSTANE® artificial tears contain boric acid and buffer.
BAK, benzalkonium chloride.
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Of course, sometimes drops are not enough to promote a
healthy tear film. Given that MGD plays a role in 86% of dry eye, 2
directly addressing this problem may be the optimal approach
for patient management. Using efficient light-emitting diodes, the
Systane ® iLux ® MGD Thermal Pulsation System (Figure 2) warms
eyelid tissue and applies gentle compression to help melt and
express meibum that may be blocking gland orifices. A magnifying
lens allows the eye care professional to visualize treatment zones,
customizing therapy by targeting the exact glands to be expressed.

Treatment time is approximately 8 to 12 minutes for all four eyelids.11
Recent results showed that the SYSTANE® iLux® device significantly
improved meibomian gland score, tear breakup time, and the ocular
surface disease index in as quickly as 1 week post treatment.12
There are many reasons why patients might be experiencing signs
or symptoms of dry eye. Help your patients find the SYSTANE ®
product that is right for their underlying tear film pathology—such as
SYSTANE® HYDRATION PF or SYSTANE® COMPLETE.

Figure 2. The Portable SYSTANE® iLux® MGD Thermal Pulsation System

Important Product Information
Indication: The iLUX ® Device is indicated for the application of localized heat and pressure therapy in adult patients with chronic disease of the eyelids, including Meibomian Gland Dysfunction (MGD), also known as evaporative dry eye.
Contraindications: Do NOT use the iLUX ® Device in patients with the following conditions: Patients whose pupils have been pharmaceutically dilated; patients who have undergone ocular surgery within prior 12 months; patients with
ocular injury or trauma, chemical burns, or limbal stem cell deficiency (within prior 3 months); patients with active ocular herpes zoster or simplex of eye or eyelid or a history of these within prior 3 months; patients with cicatricial lid
margin disease; patients with active ocular infection, active ocular inflammation or history of chronic, recurrent ocular inflammation within prior 3 months; patients with an ocular surface abnormality that may compromise corneal
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5

Figures 4 and 5. 24-2 SITA fast visual field result OD and OS.

Sudden vision decrease
Continued from page 13

rior arcuate defect in the patient’s right eye. The
left eye showed good reliability with few fixation
errors, low false positives and negatives.
This patient has a severely depressed visual field
OS. She was not able to perceive the light throughout
the majority of the field tested, even when shown on
the brightest setting. However, within the central
8° of fixation, one point still shows some sensitivity
to light. This most likely accounts for the patient’s
BCVA of 20/50 OS. The 24-2 SITA Fast visual field
results for the right and left eye can be seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively.

At this time the differential diagnosis
includes: non-arteritic anterior ischemic optic neuropathy (NAAION), temporal arteritis, Foster-Kennedy syndrome and pseudo–Foster-Kennedy
syndrome (PFKS).
NAAION was at the top of the diagnosis list due to the patient’s medical history and previous optic nerve
head appearance. Being an overweight, 81-year-old female with a history of hypertension and hyperlipidemia, with a classic “disc at risk”optic nerve head, the patient is at a high
risk of NAAION.
Although this patient fits the normal age group for giant cell arteritis
(GCA), she denied jaw claudication,
scalp tenderness, or temporal headaches. Furthermore, her bloodwork
revealed an elevated CRP and a normal ESR. One would usually expect
both elevated in GCA with or without
thrombocytopenia.
The lack of constitutional symptoms
of GCA suggested PFKS. Foster-Kennedy syndrome and PFKS are further
supported as differentials due to the
appearance of the optic nerve heads
on funduscopy.
The patient was referred for a brain
and orbital MRI to rule out a compressive etiology, which would be indicative of Foster-Kennedy syndrome.
PFKS presents similarly with a unilateral optic atrophy and contralateral
disc edema. It is caused by ischemic,
infectious, and infiltrative events
rather than compressive. Risk factors include hypertension, diabetes,
hyperlipidemia, smoking, nocturnal
hypotension, and sleep apnea.
Having the majority of these risk
factors, the patient was most likely
undergoing PFKS seconda r y to
NAAION.
The patient was educated that she
most likely experienced vision loss
OD due to vasculopathic events to her
optic nerve. She was further informed
that the same vasculopathic process is
now occurring OS, which she is currently symptomatic.
The patient’s driving privileges have been suspended due to her severe visual field constriction.
She was referred to her primary-care physician
(PCP) for an assessment of stroke and heart attack
risk. The PCP added clopidogrel to the patient’s medications in order to reduce subsequent cerebrovascular and cardiovascular events.
The patient reported via follow-up phone call that
her brain and orbit MRI were negative.
This patient may benefit from working with a
low-vision specialist and support group for her recent
diagnosis.
EAristizabal@sunyopt.edu
amirananiod@gmail.com

QUICK
QUIZ
1

«

What is the most common visual
field defect seen in ischemic optic
neuropathy?
a. Central scotoma
b. Altitudinal
c. Arcuate
d. Cecocentral

2

What is the disadvantage of taking
certain hypertensive medication in
the evening?
a. Hyperperfusion to the optic nerve head
b. Hypoperfusion to the optic nerve head
c. Abnormalities in sleep patterns

3

Which temporal arteritis symptom
has the most positive predictive
value for a positive temporal artery
biopsy?
a. Jaw claudication
b. Scalp tenderness
c. Headaches

4

True or false: The difference
between Foster-Kennedy syndrome
and pseudo–Foster-Kennedy
syndrome is that Foster-Kennedy
syndrome is due to a compressive
etiology.
a. True
b. False

5

Which of the following is a common
sign of Foster-Kennedy syndrome?

6

What blood tests to order on a
patient with suspected ischemic
optic neuropathy?

a. Aphasia
b. Paraphasia
c. Anosmia
d. Dysphagia

a. Erythrocyte sedimentation rate
b. C-reactive protein
c. Complete blood count with differential
d. All the above

QUIZ ANSWER KEY: 1:B, 2: B, 3: A, 4: A, 5: C, 6: D

4
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INDICATION AND USAGE
RESTASIS® and RESTASIS MULTIDOSE® ophthalmic emulsion are
indicated to increase tear production in patients whose tear production is
presumed to be suppressed due to ocular inflammation associated with
keratoconjunctivitis sicca. Increased tear production was not seen in patients
currently taking topical anti-inflammatory drugs or using punctal plugs.
CONTRAINDICATIONS
RESTASIS® and RESTASIS MULTIDOSE® are contraindicated in patients
with known or suspected hypersensitivity to any of the ingredients in the
formulation. [see Adverse Reactions]
WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
Potential for Eye Injury and Contamination
Be careful not to touch the container tip to your eye or other surfaces to
avoid potential for eye injury and contamination.
Use with Contact Lenses
RESTASIS® and RESTASIS MULTIDOSE® should not be administered while
wearing contact lenses. Patients with decreased tear production typically
should not wear contact lenses. If contact lenses are worn, they should
be removed prior to the administration of the emulsion. Lenses may be
reinserted 15 minutes following administration of RESTASIS® and RESTASIS
MULTIDOSE® ophthalmic emulsion.
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labeling: Potential for Eye Injury and Contamination
[see Warnings and Precautions]
Clinical Trials Experience
Because clinical trials are conducted under widely varying conditions,
adverse reaction rates observed in the clinical trials of a drug cannot be
directly compared to rates in the clinical trials of another drug and may not
reflect the rates observed in practice.
In clinical trials, the most common adverse reaction following the use of
cyclosporine ophthalmic emulsion 0.05% was ocular burning (17%).
Other reactions reported in 1% to 5% of patients included conjunctival
hyperemia, discharge, epiphora, eye pain, foreign body sensation, pruritus,
stinging, and visual disturbance (most often blurring).
Post-marketing Experience
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[see Data].
Data
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Refractive
Review Duane’s retraction
syndrome diagnosis and treatment
Understand the condition’s structural, innervational, neurological, and genetic abnormalities
By Manish Dahal, (MOptom); Ranjila
Shyangbo, BOptom; Raju Kaiti,
MOptom

venous thromboembolic events14. Bilateral cases of DRS have been reported
to range from 10% to 24% of all DRS
cases and are usually associated with
asymmetrical involvement.10,17,18

A

rare, but well-known restrict ive st rabismus ent it y,
Duane’s retraction syndrome
(DRS), is a type of congenital
cranial disinnervation disorder (CCDD).1
The hallmark finding of this non-progressive congenital strabismus is limited horizontal eye movement accompanied by globe retraction, which results
in narrowing of the palpebral fissure.
It is characterized by cocontraction of
horizontal recti on attempted adduction, causing globe retraction along
with variable amounts of upshoots or
downshoots.1,2
Globe retraction in patients with
severe ocular motility limitation was
first described by Heuck.3 Others have
provided detailed descriptions of DRS.4-8
The description summarizing the findings made by previous studies was published by Alexander Duane in 1905.1
However, in European literature, the
syndrome is referred, perhaps more
appropriately, as Stilling-Turk-Duane
retraction syndrome.
Electrophysiological tests, neuro-imaging, and chromosomal analysis give a
better insight into DRS, along with other
CCDD disorders. Management strategies
for DRS are no longer limited to surgical interventions but optometric vision
therapies (OVT) as well.9

Etiopathogenesis and risk
factors
MANISH DAHAL,
(MOPTOM),
is consultant
optometrist at
Nepal Eye Hospital,
Kathmandu, Nepal

DRS is a spectrum of structural, innervational, neurologic, and genetic abnormalities that influence each other, giving rise to patterns of clinical presentations. A number of risk factors have
also been associated with DRS. Some
schools of thought are described below.

STRUCTURAL ANOMALIES

Previously, many researchers believed
that the globe retraction phenomenon
was caused by structural anomalies.
Heuck believed that globe retraction on
attempted adduction was due to posteRANJILA
rior insertion of the medial rectus musSHYANGBO
cle, causing the faulty medial rectus
is a student at
insertion to act as “retractor bulbi.”3
National Academy
This view was supported by many other
for Medical Sciences,
Nepal
researchers as well.6,19,20
Turk believed that fixation of the
globe by non-elastic lateral rectus muscle was the cause of globe retraction on
adduction.5
Wolff similarly described a congenitally anomalous lateral rectus, which
was inelastic and tight as the cause of
abnormal motility in DRS.8
Abnormal vertical eye movements
RAJU KAITI,
during
adduction were also thought to
MOPTOM, is
senior consultant
Prevalence and epidemiology
be caused by structural anomalies in
optometrist at
DRS accounts for 1% to 5% of strabiswhich the compensatory oblique overNepal Eye Hospital,
mus and is found in only about 0.1% of
action replaces the defective abductive
Kathmandu, Nepal
the general population.10,11 DRS is unilataction of the lateral rectus muscle.21
eral in 85% of the cases. It is more comAnother view is that due to the weak
monly unilateral than bilateral, affecting the left eye medial rectus muscle, the vertical rectus muscles
(59%) more often.10-13 The right to left shunt causes overact to act as adductors.7 Some researchers have
embolic phenomena that affect the left carotid also postulated the phenomenon based on coconartery, causing dysregulated apoptosis followed traction of the horizontal recti muscles.22,23
by misinnervation and ocular malformations.
Interestingly, DRS also has female preponder- INNERVATIONAL ANOMALIES
ance.13,15 It is postulated that the more susceptible to Electromyographic studies hint at the possibility of
the expression of genes responsible for the manifes- innervation faults to be the cause of retraction more
tation of DRS are partly sex-limited with incomplete than anatomical anomalies. Breinin studied the
penetrance in females.13,16 Also, during embryo- electric potentials generated by muscles in various
genesis, higher estrogen levels, along with the positions of gaze in DRS and found that there was
greater risk of inflammation, predispose females to no lateral rectus activity recordable in attempted

TAKE-HOME MESSAGE Duane retraction syndrome (DRS) is a congenital anomaly of the sixth cranial
nerve and nucleus, resulting in limited abduction and/or
adduction of the affected eye and globe retraction and
narrowing of the palpebral fissure on adduction. DRS is
a spectrum of structural, innervational, neurologic, and
genetic abnormalities that influence each other, giving
rise to patterns of clinical presentations. Despite being
of rare occurrence, DRS is thought to account for 1%
to 5% of all the strabismus and only about 0.1% among
the general population. The most accepted treatment
options for DRS include correction of refractive error,
monitoring, prism vision therapy, and, in certain
cases, surgery. Underlying binocular vision anomalies
co-incident with DRS may cause some patients to be
symptomatic. These symptomatic patients are likely
to be successfully managed using an optometric vision
therapy program.

abduction, while maximum lateral rectus action
potentials were generated in adduction, suggesting that the lateral rectus was receiving innervation in adduction.24 This was thought to be the
cause of the cocontraction and globe retraction.
Abnormal synergistic innervation between the
medial rectus and vertical rectus or oblique muscle was also demonstrated electromyographically,
which may explain the vertical deviation in adduction.25 The narrowing of the interpalpebral fissure
on adduction is owed to the adjustment of the lids
to the retracting globe.

NEUROLOGICAL ABNORMALITIES
The neurological basis of DRS is autopsy based.
Recent electrophysiological studies show that the
absence of normal innervation to the lateral rectus muscle by the sixth nerve can cause DRS. This
can be nuclear in origin or supranuclear (brainstem abnormalities).
Currently, the most favored theory in DRS is
due to brainstem abnormalities. The possibility
of acquired retraction following brainstem injury
gives credence to this thought pattern. Some investigators have found abducens nucleus hypoplasia
or complete absence in the brain stem to be the
cause of DRS.26,27 Others have proposed that infranuclear abnormalities at the level of cavernous
sinus, where the oculomotor and abducens nerves
are in the vicinity of each other, leads to features
See Duane’s retraction on page 20
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of DRS.28 Evidences such as synkinesis, crocodile
tears, and optokinetic-nystagmus further support
the neurological basis of DRS.29,30

GENETICS
Familial occurrences of DRS with autosomal inheritance occurs in 10% of cases.1,31 Genetic analysis
of the autosomal dominant variant has is associated with mutations in the CHN1 gene, which is
known to affect the abducens and less commonly,
the oculomotor nerves.
In isolated DRS without systemic association,
the DURS1 locus on chromosome 2q31 has been
identified and mapped,32,33 while in DRS with associated malformation syndromes, the Duane Radial
Ray syndrome has been found to have a dominant
inheritance with incomplete penetrance with deletion mutations in SALL4 gene on chromosome.34,35
DRS has been also described in monozygotic
twins in which “mirror-image” patterns was
observed in unilateral cases.36

DRS is rarely an isolated finding—most commonly,
an ocular or systemic association is prevalent. In
sporadic cases, Cross and Pfaffenbach proposed
an intriguing theory that a common teratogenic
stimulus occurs at 8 weeks of gestation, which
could be of etiologic significance.37
Fetal alcohol syndrome is associated with DRS
in which the developing abducens nucleus is damaged during the first trimester.38 DRS may also be
caused by vascular hypofunction during fourth to
fifth weeks of embryogenesis as seen in vertebral
basilar arterial junction aneurysm.39
DRS also frequently occurs in patients afflicted
with thalidomide syndrome.40 These findings suggested that there could be a critical period during
embryogenesis, in which an insult could result in
various congenital malformations including DRS.40
Besides congenital forms, retraction syndrome
can be acquired, which has been referred to as
acquired retraction syndrome or Pseudo Duane’s
retraction syndrome. Some causes of the acquired
form of retraction are shown in Table 1.21,41-49

TABLE 1 Causes of acquired
retraction syndrome
ORBITAL
CAUSES

NEUROGENIC
CAUSES

Medial orbital wall trauma21

Brain stem abnormalities46-48

Medial orbital wall blow-out
fracture41

Head injuries

Orbital metastasis42

Intra-cranial injuries49

Orbital inflammation
(myositis)43

Vascular aneurysms

Orbital surgery44
Extensive conjunctival
scarring45

CLASSIFICATION
SYSTEMS

BASIS OF
CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFICATION

Gaur and Sharma50

Deviation

Eso-DRS
Exo-DRS
Ortho-DRS

Malbran51

Motility

Type I: Palsy of abduction
Type II: Palsy of adduction
Type III: Limitation of depression and elevation without impairment
of horizontal movements

Papst52

Abnormal cocontraction of
involved muscles

Medial rectus and lateral rectus
Superior rectus and lateral rectus
Inferior rectus and lateral rectus
Lateral rectus and other muscles

Ocular motility

Type A: Abduction more deficient than adduction, but both are
deficient. Adduction causes globe retraction and palpebral
fissure narrowing
Type B: Abduction is deficient, but not adduction
Type C: Abduction less deficient than adduction, but both are
deficient. Adduction causes globe

Limitation of movement

Type A: With limited abduction and less-marked limitation of
adduction
Type B: Showing limited abduction but normal adduction
Type C: The limitation of adduction exceeds the limitation of
abduction. There is an exotropic deviation and a head turn to
compensate the loss of adduction

Electromyographic studies

Type I (70% to 80%): Marked limitation of abduction with
minimally defective or normal adduction, globe retraction and
palpebral fissure narrowing in adduction, widening in abduction
Type II (7%): Marked limitation of adduction with primary position
exotropia of the affected eye, abduction normal or slightly
limited with globe retraction and palpebral fissure narrowing in
attempted adduction
Type III (15%): Limitation or complete absence of adduction and
abduction with globe retraction and palpebral fissure narrowing
in attempted adduction

Lyle and Bridgeman16

Brown53

EMBRYOPATHIES

Thyroid eye disease
(myopathies)

TABLE 2 Classification System for DRS

Huber54

Classification
Many classification systems have been proposed by
different authors, some based on clinical presentation and others on mechanism. Some of the classification system on DRS are shown in Table 2.16,50-54
Huber’s classification system is the most accepted
system. It is based on electromyographic results,
categorizing DRS into three classes: Type I, II, and
III. The order of frequency follows Type I (78%),
Type III (15%), and Type II (7%).55,56 Some researchers have attempted to modify Huber’s classification system into subgroups depending upon eye
alignment on primary gaze for surgical relevance.

Clinical features and diagnosis
The clinical features of DRS are described in the
following subheadings.

REFRACTIVE ERROR
In DRS, hyperopia and hyperopic astigmatism were
found to be more common in comparison to myopia, simple myopic astigmatism, and emmetropia.51,57,58 Cases with high hyperopia may also have
an accommodative component.
Amblyopia: Anisometropic and ametropic amblyopia have been reported to be the most common
causes of amblyopia in DRS, especially unilateral
Type I.57-59 Some investigators also reported strabismic amblyopia to be more common.60
Strabismus: In the primary position, esotropia
is commonly seen, followed by orthotropia and

exotropia. While patients with unilateral Type I
have esotropia more frequently than exotropia,
those with Type II have exotropia, and those with
Type III have esotropia, exotropia, and orthotropia occurring equally.61 Deviation in bilateral DRS
is found to be variable.
Motor evaluation of strabismus:
– Ocular motility: The abduction deficit in DRS
accompanies a disproportionately smaller primary position deviation. This helps to distinguish it from a sixth nerve palsy where the
primary deviation and the abduction limitation are in proportion to each other62
– Nature of deviation: Due to limited motility in lateral gazes, the deviation may vary
in vertical and lateral gazes. Bilateral DRS
may be more likely to have pattern strabismus, compared to unilateral cases.63 V-pattern strabismus may be commonly seen in
DRS. Because A-pattern is more common in
bilateral DRS, a thorough evaluation of Apattern must be performed to inspect DRS.
Upshoot and downshoot may give an impression of X-pattern
– Abnormal vertical deviations: While adducting, variable degree of upshoots and downshoots may be observed (Leash Phenomenon).
Grading for overshoots64 is shown in Table
3. With the involved eye in adducted position, a straight line parallel to the intermeSee Duane’s retraction on page 22
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Duane’s retraction
Continued from page 20

dial canthal line is drawn from the pupillary
center of the fellow eye. Upshoots and downshoots may either be mechanical or innervational in origin
– Globe retraction: On attempted adduction,
globe retraction occurs due to cocontraction
of the extraocular muscle acting as retractor
bulbi. With the involved eye in the maximum
adducted position, a scale is used at the center of the palpebral fissure width to measure
the palpebral aperture height and compared
with that of the fellow eye in abduction. Grading for globe retraction64 is shown in Table 4
– Narrowing of palpebral fissure: The palpebral fissures narrows on attempted adduction to adjust for retracting globe. Pseudoptosis and lower lid elevation have also been
shown by some investigators
– Abnormal head posture: Head turn is usually adopted by the patient to maintain binocular single vision and to compensate for
duction deficits. It is more pronounced in unilateral cases with head turn in the direction
of most affected duction
Sensory evaluation of strabismus:
– Diplopia and confusion is rarely a complaint
as the patients maintains fusion by abnormal head posture
– Suppression is a rare finding, if found so,
abnormal retinal correspondence is present.
– Good stereopsis is seen in most cases.
Phenotypes of DRS: Two variants of DRS have
been reported.
Vertical retraction syndrome: In vertical retraction syndrome, instead of limitation on adduction
or abduction, variable amounts of limitation of elevation or depression with globe retraction and palpebral fissure narrowing is seen. The affected eye

TABLE 3 Grading of overshoots
GRADE

POSITION OF LINE

0

Line bisects the pupil of involved eye

1

Line lies between the pupillary center and
the pupillary margin

2

Line lies between the pupillary margin and
the limbus

3

Line lies at the limbus or over the sclera

4

Cornea disappears below the lid (pumpkin
seed sign)

TABLE 4 Grading system for retraction
GRADE

SCALE OF RETRACTION

0

No narrowing

1

<25%

2

25% to <50%

3

50% to < 75%

4

>75%

TABLE 5 Associations of DRS
OCULAR
ASSOCIATION

SYSTEMIC
ASSOCIATION70,71

SYNDROMIC
ASSOCIATION70,71

Microphthalmos37

Cleft palate, facial asymmetry

Fetal alcohol syndrome

Coloboma67

Cardiac anomalies

Goldenhar syndrome

Optic nerve hypoplasia

Microcephaly

Oculocutaneous albinism

Persistent fetal vasculature37

Vertebral anomalies, spina bifida

Thalidomide syndrome

Familial external ophthalmoplegia68

Renal dysplasia, vesicoureteral reflux Klippel-Feil

Microcornea69 and keratoconus69

Imperforate anus

Holt-Oram

Brown syndrome

Preauricular tags, deafness

Arthrogryposis multiplex congenital

69

may be orthotropic, hypertropic, or hypotropic in
the primary position and may coexist with horizontal retraction. This vertical retraction may be
due to innervational anomalies, fibrosis of vertical rectus muscles, or a “tethering” effect of the
horizontal rectus.65
Congenital adduction deficit with synergistic
divergence: This is a rare phenotype of DRS presenting with unilateral adduction deficit and simultaneous abduction of the eye on attempted adduction.66 On attempted adducting, an abducting nystagmus is seen. It is associated with a head turn to
unaffected side with large angle exotropia.
DRS rarely occurs as an isolated finding; it has
both systemic and ocular association along with
syndromic findings as seen in Table 5.37,67-71

by optimum refractive correction should be pursued. Apart from vision correction, optical correction may also eliminate some degree of or entire
anomalous head posture.74
Surgery: Though surgical outcomes are not
favorable, surgical interventions are a last resort
in the presence of significant head posture and
intolerable cosmesis. In general, the surgical plan
and aim of strabismus surgery in DRS is usually
based on the following:
– Significant deviation in primary position
– Intolerable abnormal head posture
– Severity of globe retraction and overshoots
– Degree of limitation of ductions
– Forced duction testing
– Extent of field of binocular single vision

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS

Optometric vision therapy (OVT): Optometric
vision therapy is not a common treatment consideration for patients with DRS, but underlying binocular vision anomalies may cause some of these
patients to be symptomatic. A comprehensive binocular and accommodative assessment must be
completed before initiating therapy. Well-designed
OVT will help in the improvement of binocular
functions and overall visual performance.

Disorders that are similar in presentation to DRS
can be acquired as a result of trauma or following
localized infection of the orbit leading to inflammation and consequent mechanical restrictions
of eye movement.
Acquired DRS can easily be diagnosed based
on the history, but congenital isolated DRS is difficult, owing to lack of cooperation among infants.
Moreover, retraction, elevation, and depression of
the globe on adduction may not be detected until
early childhood. Differential diagnosis of DRS are
listed in Table 6.

MANAGEMENT
Though DRS has been extensively studied, no standard procedure to restore the normal ocular excursions has been established. The most accepted treatment options for DRS include monitoring, prism,
and, in certain cases, surgery.9,55,56,72,73
The management approach for DRS has been
focused primarily on surgical methods in presence of abnormal head posture and significant
deviation in primary position, although the results
are often disappointing; therefore, no clinical trials support the use of surgery for DRS.55,56 Several reports in the literature suggest optometric
vision therapy (OVT) as a management option for
these patients.9,72
Optical correction: Because refractive error and
amblyopia frequently occur in DRS, proper optical correction for any degree of ametropia is crucial management step. In DRS, hyperopia is more
prevalent, which may or may not be have an accomodative component. Uncorrected hyperopia may
result in amblyopia. Cycloplegic refraction followed

Conclusion
The current understanding of DRS shows ample
forms of clinical presentation whose treatment
vary. Current treatment modalities primarily focus
on management of head posture and cosmesis and
less on binocularity and fixing the ocular restriction. Using OVT, patients with DRS can benefit
from symptomatic relief from coexisting ocular
morbidities.

TABLE 6 Differential diagnosis
of DRS
Unilateral DRS

Bilateral DRS

Congenital abducens palsy

Congenital bilateral abducens
palsy

Infantile esotropia
Brown syndrome
Marcus jaw winking
syndrome
Duane-radial ray syndrome
(Okihiro syndrome)
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Ocular Surface Disease
Differential key to diagnosing
idiopathic orbital inflammation
Orbital cellulitis, orbital mass, and potential other conditions could mask diagnosis
By Brittany Warner, OD

I

diopathic orbital inflammation (IOI),
also referred to as orbital pseudotumor, non-specific orbital inflammation, or orbital inflammatory syndrome, is an inflammatory condition
of the orbit with no known systemic or
orbital cause and no sex predilection.1

as the subclassification is determined by
the structures affected, the symptoms
are also dependent on which structures
of the eye are affected.

Case presentation

On July 17, 2019, S.O., a 64-year-old
female, presented with severe swellBRITTANY
ing, pain, redness, and tearing OS for
WARNER, OD,
Background
3 days. The patient reported using a prereceived her Doctor
The etiology and pathogenesis of IOI has
vious unrelated prescription of Inveltys
of Optometry
not yet been identified; however, molec(loteprednol etabonate, Kala) eye drops,
from Midwestern
ular mimicry of self-antigens status post
with no improvement. The patient’s last
University of Arizona
an acute infection, concurrent autoimeye exam was on March 28, 2019, with
College of Optometry
mune disorders (Crohn’s, psoriasis, and
diagnosis of meibomian gland disease.
in 2019
ankylosing spondylitis), immune-mediOcular medications include Inveltys and
ated aberrant wound regeneration, and imbalance Restasis (cyclosporin, Allergan) bid OU.
of inflammatory cytokines have all been proposed
The patient’s last medical exam was unknown,
as having a contributing factor.1
with previous diagnoses of asthma, hypertension,
Histologically, IOI is characterized by non-gran- high cholesterol, and gastroesophageal reflux disulomatous inflammatory infiltrates, predominantly ease (GERD). Systemic mediations include a Venlymphocytic T-cells, which can be focal or diffuse.1 tolin (albuterol sulfate) HFA inhaler, venlafaxine
There is a total of 8 subclassifications of IOI (Effexor XR, Pfizer), valsartan (Diovan, Novardepending on which structures in the orbit are tis), atorvastatin (Lipitor, Pfizer), omeprazole (Priaffected by the infiltrates, including anterior IOI, losec, Proctor & Gamble), and omega-3 fatty acids.
diffuse IOI, apical IOI, myositis, dacroadenitis,
Allergies include seasonal, and sulfa drugs. Famperi-scleritis, perineuritis, and focal mass.1
ily ocular and medical history include a father
Each sub-classification comes with a host of with type 2 diabetes and glaucoma.
differentials, such as orbital cellulitis, inflammaPresenting visual acuities, without correction,
tory conditions (Tolusa-Hunt syndrome, sarcoid- were OD 20/150, PH 20/70 and OS unable to obtain.
osis, granulomatosis with polyangiitis), thyroid Confrontation visual fields were full to finger count
eye disease, congestive cardiac failure, or orbital OU. Upon extraocular muscle examination the right
mass which need to be ruled out before a defini- eye was found to have full range of movement and
tive diagnosis can be made.
the left eye was found to have restricted moveIOI typically presents with unilateral injec- ments 360 (see Figure 1).
tion, chemosis, and possible proptosis with assoPupils were difficult to assess but appeared
ciated symptoms of severe pain, the potential for equal, round, and reactive to light with no afferrestricted eye movements, and loss of vision. Just ent pupillary defect (APD) noted. With the extent

Figure 1. Extraocular muscle movement assessment on initial presentation.

TAKE-HOME MESSAGE Idiopathic orbital inflammation can be difficult to diagnose, treat, and manage.
It is imortant to rule out other diagnoses such as orbital
cellulitis or orbital mass before making a definitive
diagnosis. It is also just as important to diagnose IOO
in a timely manner because any orbital tissue could
be affected, from compression on the optic nerve to
exposure keratophathy.

of swelling in this case, it is important to thoroughly check for an APD to determine if the swelling is compressing the optic nerve.
Intraocular pressures were measured using
Goldmann applanation tonometry by instilling
one drop of Fluress (fluorescein sodium and benoxinate hydrochloride, Akorn) in both eyes and
applanating the cornea. The pressures were found
to be OD 18 mm Hg and OS 16 mm Hg.
Color vision testing with Ishihara plates was
normal with 12 correct plates OU. This, as well
as the negative APD, indicates that possible compression on the optic nerve due to the swelling is
not an emergent concern.
Anterior segment slit lamp evaluation showed
lid edema and erythema, 4+ conjunctival chemosis, 1+ bulbar injection, and 4+ superficial punctate
keratitis (SPK) OS. Posterior segment evaluation
was unremarkable OD and was unable to view OS.

Diagnosis and treatment
The most pertinent findings in this case are severe
lid erythema and edema OS, restricted extraocular muscle movements OS, negative APD OS, and
normal color vision OS.
At this time, orbital cellulitis, inflammatory-related conditions, carotid cavernous fistula (CCF),
or orbital mass were considered as differential
diagnoses.
Orbital cellulitis typically presents with severe
eye pain, redness, swelling, conjunctival chemosis, proptosis, restricted eye movements, and a
fever.2 Because S.O. presented with all of these
symptoms besides fever, orbital cellulitis was high
on the list of differentials.
The patient was immediately taken off of Inveltys and placed on 500 mg Augmentin (amoxicillin/clavulanate, GlaxoSmithKline) by mouth bid
for 10 days. Topical erythromycin ointment was
also added to treat the exposure keratopathy. An
See Inflammation on page 26
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emergency computed tomography(CT)
of orbits with contrast was ordered to
rule out a mass-occupying lesion or congestive cardiac failure. CT results ruled
out a mass-occupying lesion or cardiac
failure and determined that the edema
was confined to the preseptal space. The
patient returned the next day with only
minimal improvement, despite compliance with the Augmentin.
Orbital cellulitis is typically diagnosed based on presentation, response
to treatment with antibiotics, and possibly culture or CT/magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI).2 The minimal response
to treatment, no presenting fever, and
edema confined to the preseptal space
indicates that orbital cellulitis may not
be the diagnosis and further testing is
required.
The patient was directed to continue
the oral antibiotics for the full course
and start 10 mg prednisolone by mouth
6 times per day. At this time, patient
S.O. was referred to a rheumatologist
for bloodwork to assess for inflammatory conditions, including; C-reacitve
protein (CRP), rheumatoic factor, rapid
plasmareagin/serology test for syphillis, thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH),
thyroxine, complete blood count (CBC)
with differential, angiotensin-converting
enzyme, antinuclear antibody (ANA),
myeloperoxidase, and proteinase 3. All
lab tests, apart from CRP, were negative.
This indicates that the cause is likely
inflammatory, and idiopathic in nature.
Inflammatory syndromes, such as
sarcoidosis or granulomatosis with polyangiitis, can cause similar signs and
symptoms; however, will also present
with elevated ACE and ANCA, respectively, as well as hilar lymphadenopathy with sarcoidosis. As the ACE and
ANCA were negative, idiopathic inflammation of the left preseptal orbital tissue is more likely. The patient returned
4 days later with marked improvements.
At this point, the patient was definitively diagnosed with anterior IOI.
Over the course of multiple follow-up
visits, patient S.O.’s symptoms continued to improve, and the oral steroid was
tapered by the rheumatologist. As the
inflammation subsided with treatment,
a peri-scleritis OS manifested, which is
a known sub-classification of IOI. The
topical steroid Inveltys,was re-started
tid OS. Patient S.O. has since recovered
with no further occurrences.

Discussion
As mentioned previously, anterior IOI is
one of many sub-classifications of IOI.
The treatment strategy implemented
for patient S.O. is considered common

2

3

4

5

Figure 2. Anterior segment on initial presentation.
Figure 3. Anterior segment on second follow-up visit.
Figure 4. Anterior segment on third follow-up visit.
Figure 5. Anterior segment on fifth follow-up visit.

practice, regardless of the sub-classification. There are 11
potential treatment options, 3 of which are most common,
including corticosteroids, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
agents (NSAID)s, and external beam radiotherapy (EBRT).1
The initial treatment recommendation is systemic corticosteroids. Oral steroids have been shown to be an effective
sole treatment in 40 percent of cases and an effective combination treatment with immunosuppressants in 60 percent
of cases.1 NSAIDs can be used with mild cases in patients
for whom steroids are contraindicated. EBRT can also be
used if steroids are contraindicated.1
In this case, the patient’s symptoms were managed with
10 mg prednisolone by mouth 6 times per day as the sole
treatment. It is imperative that these patients are followed
closely because IOI can affect any tissue within the orbit.1 The
patient should be followed daily until improvement is seen.

Conclusion
Idiopathic orbital inflammation can be a difficult ocular
condition to diagnose, treat, and manage. It is important to
rule out other diagnoses such as orbital cellulitis or orbital
mass before making a definitive diagnosis. It is also just as
important to diagnose IOI in a timely manner because any
orbital tissue could be affected, from compression on the
optic nerve to exposure keratopathy.1
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How to avoid patient nonadherence
Find out why patients fail to follow recommendations and how to improve adherence in eye care
By Brooke Beery
Associate Editor

P

ence goes up to 41%.16,17
Problem variables that have been
quantified in incidence rates include:
– Dosage regimens
– Treatment complexity
– Poor doctor communication

atient noncompliance, also called
nonadherence, is one of the most
common causes of treatment failure in eye care. A patient’s failure to follow the recommendations of
his physician shatters quality health“The results of multiple different
BROOKE BEERY
care outcomes and carries an apprestudies show that each additional dose
is associate editor of
ciable economic burden, according to
of medication causes a 10% increase
Optometry Times®
Jay Lytle, OD, FAAO, during a talk at
of nonadherence,” says Lytle. “These
the American Academy of Optometry
results highlight the importance for ODs
(AAO) Academy at Home 2020 virtual meeting.
to prescribe the lowest therapeutic dose required
In the session, Lytle defined adherence, explored for a medication.”
incidence rates, reviewed financial and medical
implications of nonadherence, suggested in-of- Public health impact
fice assessments, and identified adherence kill- The weight of a 40% global nonadherence rate is
ers and promoters.
magnified when up to 33% of Americans are living with one or more chronic diseases that may
Defining adherence
require treatment, such as high blood pressure,
Medication adherence is the extent to which a high cholesterol, diabetes, respiratory problems,
patient adheres to the prescribed dose and inter- and arthritis.1 Some 117 million people are living
val of his treatment regimen. Patients are consid- with these conditions.19
ered adherent when the number of doses taken
In eye care, 2 different studies found that nonby the patient is 80% or greater than the pre- adherence with pediatric uveitis resulted in 10
scribed doses.1
times higher risk for failed treatments.10,18 Another
The first mention of the word “compliance” study found that improving glaucoma adherence
in medical literature appeared in 1966.2 In 2000, led to 4 additional years of sight.11
the word, “adherence” became preferred over the
Improving medication adherence may have a
word, “compliance” among experts.2 By 2010, many greater public impact than the discovery of new
researchers published meta-analyses summariz- medications because many effective medications
ing hundreds of past articles on nonadherence.1,3-4 already exist for most chronic conditions.1
Today, nonadherence is one of the most commonly researched topics in medical journals.5-14
Economic impact
In the United States, almost $300 billion is spent
Incidence rates
every year on avoidable healthcare costs due to
Most studies on nonadherence come from endocri- patient nonadherence.1,15
nology and cardiovascular medicine, but the over“That’s 10% of all the healthcare expenditures
all nonadherence rate for both acute and chronic in the United States on unnecessary expenses,”
care combined, across all areas of medicine, is Lytle says. “The United States alone wastes more
40%.15,16 When it comes to chronic asymptomatic money not listening to doctors than most counconditions, the nonadherence rate jumps to 80% tries produce in their entire economies.”
across all areas of medicine.1
The U.S. nonadherence cost equates to 700,000
When it comes to eye care, optometry and emergency room (ER) visits for diabetes alone and
ophthalmology have focused research on adher- it also amounts to 125,000 avoidable deaths each
ence only within in the past 20 years. For dry eye year.1,13,16,20
patients with topical therapy, the average disconThe effects also take a toll on doctors. One
tinuation time was 3 months for Restasis (cyclo- study found that doctors struggle with the negasporin, Allergan) and 1 month for Xiidra (lifite- tive effects of anger, hopelessness, betrayal, and
grast, Novartis).17
regret as a result of patient nonadherence.1
For pediatric uveitis patients, where parents are
administering the medication for their children, Why patients are nonadherent
the nonadherence rate is 42%.18 And for glaucoma Several studies identify 6 reasons for patient non-adpatients using topical agents, the nonadherence herence with 1 major offender. The 6 reasons for
rate is 59%.19
patient nonadherence are:
1. Poor recall or misunderstanding16,21
Problem variables
2. Poor execution or misapplication16
Many of the studies that evaluate nonadherence
3. Poor memory or forgetting16,21
attempt to identify contributing variables. And
4. Poor access or lack of finances/
in those studies, nonadherence with once-daily
transportation1,21
dosage is 16% on average.16,17 But when doctors
5. Poor experience or side effects21
increase that dosage to 3 times a day, nonadher6. Poor buy-in or intentional nonadherence16,21

TAKE-HOME MESSAGE ODs who recognize why
nonadherence occurs and have prepared an arsenal of
tools to combat it may see improved self-care behaviors
in patients. Quality communication leads to quality care
and a decreased rate of nonadherence.
The primary reason for patient nonadherence,
according to global clinical studies, is poor buy-in,
which accounts for billions of dollars in wasted
emergency visits, years of lost sight, and physician burnout.1,16,21
“The number 1 reason for patient nonadherence is an intentional choice on the part of the
patients solely because they don’t believe what
their doctors said,” Lytle says. “To make matters
worse, due to social desirability bias, intentional
nonadherence is often accompanied by concealment because patients don’t want to disappoint
their doctors, they feel embarrassed, or they fear
their doctors will punish them for not adhering
to the prescribed treatment.”

Tracking adherence
Adherence is tracked 4 ways in clinical studies.
One way is health outcomes, which retrospectively
analyzes medical records or the number of hospitalizations for a given condition.
“This method is not the best,” Lytle says.
The most accurate method of tracking adherence
is biological markers like blood pressure, interocular pressure (IOP), or bloodwork.
“If we could accurately get this information on
everyone, it would be the most reliable method,”
Lytle says.
The third method of tracking adherence is indirect indicators, such as whether patients went to
the pharmacy to refill medications or whether they
attended appointments. Lytle says trackers placed
on pill or eyedrop bottles are able to tell doctors
whether a drop has been released, but such methods have limitations.
“They would be used only in a closed clinical
trial; you wouldn’t use them in common practice
because they don’t necessarily indicate that an
eyedrop made it into a patient’s eye or that a pill
made it into a patient’s mouth,” Lytle says.
The fourth tracking method is a subjective report
study. This is when patients journal whether they
took the medication, or outside observers like family members or a member of the medical team’s
staff checks up on the patient to record their own
reports on whether the patient followed through.
There is a self-reporting scale called the Morisky
scale that is a validated screening measure of
patient adherence. But, research shows that this
fourth method is not very reliable. Patients, caregivers, and even doctors are not reliable determinSee Patient nondherence on page 28
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ers of compliance, even when a physical exam is
involved.1,16,19
“The impression of the doctor is not necessarily indicative of the patient’s adherence level,”
Lytle says.
The same studies of subjective reporting found
that age 12 is the approximate age at which adolescents become primarily responsible for administering their own medications.1,16,19
“If you work with kids and you have a child
who is 12 or older and you prescribe an eye drop,
you should probably spend more time instructing that child rather than speaking to the parent,” Lytle says. “Because it is very possible that
12-year-old might be expected to put in their own
eye drops at home.”

In-office adherence assessment
ODs can address nonadherence by first creating an
environment in their offices where they can accurately assess adherence. To do this, create a blamefree environment of mutual trust in which patients
feel comfortable reporting their true adherence.
Subtle differences in wording when interviewing patients can significantly improve the concept
of a blame-free environment. For instance, instead
of asking, “Are you taking your eye drops?” say,
“How often were you able to get your eye drops
in?” It is more effective to use non-accusatory,
open-ended questions, Lytle says.
Researchers have found that the person asking
the adherence question should be the person on
the clinical team who the patient trusts the most.1
That may not necessarily be the technician who
started training last week, and it might not even
be the patient’s doctor.
When a patient does admit to nonadherence, clinicians should indicate appreciation for the patient
being forthcoming and then validate the reason
as legitimate and understandable, even if it is not
legitimate or understandable, Lytle says.
This could be as simple as, “Thanks for letting
me know. That’s understandable.”

Patients tend to tell the truth only when they
feel like they won’t be criticized or judged.1
“It is important for ODs to understand that the
most accurate adherence assessments are simple
and non-threatening,” Lytle says.

Adherence killers
Five adherence killers repeatedly pop up in medical literature, and a simple ABCDE mnemonic can
be used to remember them.
ABCDE stands for:
Access barriers: Financial, transportation
Beliefs: Personal and cultural stigmas, low health
literacy
Complex treatments: Number of medications, dosages
Depression: Support withdrawal, lack of hope
Elderly: More medications, cognitive decline,
physical limitations
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bottle or a poison warning.22
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services defines health literacy as “the degree to which
individuals have the capacity to obtain, process,
and understand basic health information needed
to make appropriate health decisions.”23,24
Health literacy is over 8 times lower in individuals who are over age 85.1,16,18 It is also lower in
persons whose primary language is not English
and those who have been recently diagnosed with
a condition.1,16,18
Fostering two-way communication with patients
can effectively prevent the negative consequences
of low health literacy, Lytle says. Doing so will
allow ODs to determine a patient’s understanding level, then provide him with written and verbal education that he can follow.

COMPLEX TREATMENTS
ACCESS BARRIERS
When patients cannot afford medications, they
won’t be able to take them. Doctors can address
access barriers by first familiarizing themselves
with the cost of medications before prescribing
them. Online resources like GoodRx.com provide
some measure of cost analysis.
For patients who can’t make it to the pharmacy
because of transportation barriers, doctors or staff
members can connect them to services like ride
shares.

BELIEFS
When it comes to beliefs, some patients have past
negative medical experiences that may create barriers for future encounters. For other patients, cultural beliefs may not coincide with a diagnosis or
treatment plan. When these obstacles cloud the
management process, having open conversations
about what options do coincide with their belief
systems can create an environment of prescribing with which the patient can agree.
“One of the single greatest killers of patient
adherence is a low health literacy level,” Lytle says.
The U.S. Department of Education estimates that
35% of Americans have low health literacy preventing them from being able to read a medicine

The more complex the treatment, the worse the
adherence. For every additional dose of daily medication, adherence drops by 10%, Lytle says. Plus,
most serious conditions also tend to have complex treatments.
So, one of the most important things that ODs
can do is simplify the therapy to the lowest daily
dose and the lowest number of total medications
possible while still being therapeutic.

DEPRESSION
Some experts believe that depression may have
a larger effect on nonadherence than any other
variable.
“Patients with depression are 2 to 3 times more
likely to have poor adherence than the general population because individuals with depression often
withdraw from their support networks,” Lytle says.
It is estimated that 63% of patients with depression are nonadherent.1,2
All doctors should prepare a depression discussion so they can identify depression and connect
patients with appropriate professionals to treat it.
“If you have someone in your chair, and you
have a strong suspicion that she might have depression, you should have the phone number of a clinSee Patient nonadherence on page 31
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Patients, caregivers,
and even doctors
are not reliable
determiners of
compliance, even
when a physical
exam is involved
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ical therapist or a primary-care doctor who specializes in the field of depression care in your
area,” Lytle says.
When depression goes untreated, adherence
drops dramatically.1,3,24 Pre-screening tools, including the PHQ9 form, are quick, standardized questionnaires doctors can give to patients on a clipboard in the reception area. These tools can help
identify if a patient is suffering from depression.
Once depression is identified, ODs can connect depressed patients with professionals who
can appropriately treat them by saying, “Have
you felt down or depressed lately?” and “Someone I trust when it comes to depression is Dr. ___,
would you be open to us setting up a visit at his
office for you?”

ELDERLY
Patients over age 70 have higher rates of nonadherence, likely due to the quantity of medications
that they manage, but they may also have physical
or cognitive limitations, Lytle says. It is critical to
ask elderly patients, more than any other group of
patients, about support networks to ensure their
ability to receive the treatment that they need.

Adherence promoters
The 2 factors identified as promoting adherence are
social support and effective doctor-patient communication, Lytle says.
Social support means connecting with a patient’s
support system. Doing so can significantly improve
the patient’s ability to adhere to a treatment plan.
Social support includes 3 things:
– Medication support
– Transportation support
– Encouragement support
“The most successful long-term support systems are multi-layered and intentional,” Lytle says.

MEDICATION SUPPORT
At-home family support increases medication
adherence by 3 times.2 When loved ones are present, they can help individuals who might have
physical or cognitive limitations or those who are
just plain busy.
If, after having a conversation with a patient, a
doctor identifies that there is a gap in that patient’s
support system, the doctor’s team can help fill
that gap with a phone reminder by calendar or
text. This can help the patient to take her medication on time.

TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT
If patients can’t make it to the pharmacy or doctor’s office, adherence is severely impaired.2 The
doctor’s team can connect patients with ride-share
services on their phones within minutes. To alleviate the need for a ride, a mail-order pharmacy
can also be set up. Telehealth options can also
help to maintain follow-up visits.

ENCOURAGEMENT SUPPORT
Research has found that having someone who simply cares about the patient and offers him encour-

agement can have a significant impact on treatment adherence, Lytle says. The person who fulfills this role of encouragement doesn’t necessarily have to be a family member. Research found
that being involved in enjoyable social activities
was enough to meet this criteria.2,7,20
“Being involved in the local bingo club is enough
to meet encouragement support criteria,” Lytle
says.
For patients who lack encouragement support,
brief phone calls with the doctor or a staff member can be an effective replacement to improve
treatment adherence.

COMMUNICATION ROAD BUMPS
Research shows that doctors commit 6 cardinal sins
during treatment discussions with patients, Lytle
says. As a result, when doctors do ask for questions, patients rarely ask them.25 The 6 communication sins doctors most frequently commit are:
– Dominate discussions
– Do not discuss risks or side effects
– Do not mention the medication name
– Do not discuss how new meds differ from
failed old meds
– Do not check patient comprehension
– Believe the diagnosis justifies the medication
In order to foster adherence and create an environment of trust, it is important that doctors provide patients with comprehensive overviews of
their diagnosis and treatment. Additionally, ODs
should review communication road bumps before
one-on-one conversations with patients so they
develop a plan for how to avoid them.

Good bedside manner
A study from 2009 found that approximately twothirds of what we say is never spoken but rather
non-verbally communicated.26
Effective non-verbal communication, also known
as bedside manner, includes 3 different things:2,16
– Body language
– Facial expressions
– Room position
“Having a healthy work environment and
healthy staff members leads to healthier patients,”
Lytle says, “likely because of nonverbal cues.”
Good body language involves being seated, with
shoulders facing toward the patient and both feet
on the floor. Leaning slightly inward is another
way to convey positive rapport. Additionally, effective facial expressions like periodic eye contact and
smiling can communicate friendliness and rapport.
“There should be no barriers between doctors
and patients, including computers, charts, or clipboards,” Lytle says, “and in most Western countries, maintaining a distance of 6 to 8 feet apart
is appropriate.”

Verbal communication
When it is finally time to talk, ODs should deliver
a treatment plan. Effective verbal communication
during this conversation can help improve patient
adherence.
Effective verbal communication includes 8 different factors, the first of which is most important. They are:1-4,8,9,16,21,27-29

– Reach concordance: Mutual collaboration
– Build trust: Positive rapport over time
– Choose vocabulary: Tailor to the patient’s
health literacy level
– Check comprehension: Pause to assess patient
comprehension
– Start the treatment: Make a definitive diagnosis and start the appropriate treatment
– Review the plan: Review the treatment plan
at each visit and provide recordings, if desired
– Schedule follow-ups: Schedule follow-ups and
organize appointment reminders
– Provide resources: Provide appropriate educational resources and point patients toward
helpful outside sources

REACH CONCORDANCE
“If you remember one thing from everything mentioned, it should be this,” Dr. Lytle says. “Concordance is a prescribing process where the patient
and physician discuss their beliefs about the treatment in an open, mutual negotiation.”
To reach concordance, start by eliciting the
patient’s views by saying, “Have you tried anything in the past for this?” Patients are usually
hesitant to reveal past remedies unless the doctor opens up the discussion, Lytle says.
Then, explore the patient’s views with a statement such as, “There are a few medications I have
had success with. Would you like to talk about
our options?”
“Most doctors don’t talk about side effects, dosing, timing, or pricing—but should,” Lytle says.
ODs should open two-way discussions about
the risks and benefits of treatments in order to
learn the patient’s intentions. Additionally, they
should involve the patient in the decision-making
process by saying something like, “Is that something you would be comfortable trying?” Doing so
empowers patients to become autonomous agents
of their own well-being.

BUILD TRUST
Building trust is especially important in the prescribing landscape because up to 55% of patients
believe that doctors are paid by pharmaceutical
companies and have a vested interest in selling
medications.1 This belief is highest in young and
wealthy patients.

High
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Source: Based on concepts developed by John Spence,
business consultant, and Susan Fiske, department of
psychology, Princeton University

Fostering an environment of mutual trust
increases adherence by 3 times.16 When a patient
believes that his doctor is neither competent nor
See Patient nonadherence on page 32
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caring, the result is distrust. When a patient
believes that his doctor is very smart but doesn’t
care about him, he might respect his doctor but
he will never trust him. When a patient believes
that his doctor really cares about him but doesn’t
know what he’s talking about, he might like the
doctor, but he won’t trust him. True trust begins
only when a patient believes that his doctor is
both competent and cares about him as a person.
“It turns out mama was right,” Lytle says, “People don’t care how much we know until they know
how much we care.”
Building trust can be achieved in 3 different
ways:
– Familiarity
– Empathy
– The golden moment
When doctors first meet patients, researchers
recommend doctors give them undivided, uninterrupted attention for a certain length of time,
Lytle says. Sometimes, it can be less than a minute for the golden moment to occur, but that is
enough to set the tone for all future encounters
with that patient. A patient’s very first impression
of her doctor should be, “Wow, my doctor really
listens closely.”

If you remember
one thing from
everything
mentioned, it should
be concordance—
mutual negotiation
The second way to achieve trust is with time
and familiarity.
“This one is not as easy to achieve quickly,”
Lytle says.
Time and familiarity are one path to doctor-patient trust. More quality time and cumulative visits spent with a doctor result in higher rapport
and trust. Therefore, new patients may require
extra communication to make up for the lack of
familiarity.
The third way to achieve trust is with empathy.
Empathy here refers to when the patient believes
that her doctor can understand her perspective,
Lytle says. ODs can express empathy by identifying the patient’s emotions, exploring the reasons
for her emotions, and validating her emotions.
The last 6 factors of effective communication
are important, but not as important as reaching
concordance and building trust, Lytle says.
According to Lytle, most studies have found that
doctor-patient trust is not dependent on age, race,
or ethnicity. Doctors who provide quality communication can earn the trust of their patients and
connect with them regardless of their differences
with that patient.
One study from the Netherlands showed that

patients cared more about a doctor’s compassion
than their culture.16
“The voice of research says that it isn’t the
color of our skin, the accent in our voices, the
year of our birth, or what holidays we celebrate
in December that patients care about,” Lytle says.
“Patients care about being treated like a person,
and that is both powerful and scary at the same
time because it means we have no excuses. There
are no inherent roadblocks for us to be successful
in our communication.”
In conclusion, ODs may not be able to control
some things in their offices, but they can control how they communicate with their patients.
Quality communication leads to quality care and
a decreased rate of nonadherence.
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Contact Lenses
Soft toric lens fitting practices
not meeting patient needs
Some markets—including US, Japan, Greece—see opportunities to fit more astigmatic patients
By Karen Walsh, BSc, PGDip,
MCOptom, FBCLA; and Anna Sulley,
BSc, MCOptom, FAAO, FBCLA

T

range of ages included in the dataset
has an influence, too. Variation in prevalence is also apparent depending on
the study population with regional differences reported in a recent meta-analysis ranging from 11.4% (95% CI: 2.120.7) in Africa to 45.6% (95% CI: 44.147.1) in the Americas,4 and 44.8% (95%
CI: 36.6 -53.1) in Southeast Asia.5
With these factors in mind, the global
prevalence of astigmatism of at least
0.75 DC (described as >0.50 DC) is 40%
(95% CI: 34-47) among those over age
30.5 Assuming the contact lens-wearing population is representative of the
larger visually corrected population,
if ECPs routinely recommended toric
lenses to all astigmats of at least 0.75
DC, it would be expected that use of
soft torics would represent a similar
proportion of soft lens fits.
So, how do fitting practices compare?

he inclusion of astigmatic correction in spectacles is common
practice. Outside of the need
to reduce a high or previously
uncorrected astigmatism to ease adapKAREN WALSH,
tion, eyecare professionals (ECPs) rouBSC, PGDIP,
tinely prescribe the full toric correcMCOPTOM,
tion in spectacles. Historically, the lack
FAAO, FBCLA,
of availability of consistently performis professional
ing, comfortable soft toric contact lens
education team
designs resulted in different prescribleader and clinical
scientists at the
ing practices for astigmats compared to
Center for Ocular
those wearing spectacles, with spherResearch &
ical lenses often recommended over
Education
toric lenses for low to moderate levels
of astigmatism.
Modern soft toric designs are significantly different from early nonplanned replacement versions of 20 or
more years ago. Their overall performance—which includes ease of fitting,
Current toric fitting
comfort, rotational stability, vision perWhile the prevalence of astigmatism
formance, and consistent manufacturhas not changed significantly during the
ANNA SULLEY,
ing in a range of designs and materilast three decades,5 soft toric lens design
BSC, MCOPTOM,
als—enables them to be fit successfully
and availability certainly has. Given the
FAAO, FBCLA,
to a wide range of astigmatic patients.
wide choice of materials, replacement
is global medical
This review provides an overview
schedules, prescription options, and
affairs director at
of current soft toric prescribing, comtoric lens designs, the ECP has many
CooperVision
paring and contrasting different fitting
options from which to choose.
practices around the globe, and explores patient
Data from the 2020 international contact lens
expectations and the opportunities that exist to prescribing report show soft toric lenses repremeet their needs.
sented 28% of all soft lens fits reported (average of
24 countries reporting more than 100 fits).6 Of these
Prevalence of astigmatism
soft fits, the largest proportion came from spherTo analyze current soft toric fitting practice, first it ical and toric lenses, respectively, with smaller
is important to understand the prevalence of astig- contributions from multifocal, monovision, cosmatism in the general population. Once defined, metic, and myopia control fits. While the contriit is possible to gain a measure of how proactive a bution from these smaller groups represents on
particular country’s ECPs are on average with their average 20% of total soft lens fits,6 the nature of
routine recommendation of soft toric correction.
those categories suggests they would often involve
Estimates of astigmatism prevalence vary based spherical lenses (cosmetic, myopia control) rather
on a number of factors. Defining it by the pres- than toric.
ence of any astigmatism (0.25 DC) will result in
The data are shown in Figure 1, with the cena higher number than using a minimum level of tral purple bar showing the average rate of 28% of
astigmatism of at least 0.75 DC. Given that ECPs soft lens fits resulting from the use of toric lenses.6
typically consider 0.75 DC as the lowest amount
Figure 1 shows broad differences in toric preconsidered to be in need of soft toric correction,1 scribing habits among countries. Use of soft torics
this may be a more useful threshold. The use of ranges from 7% in Lithuania, 17% in Japan,
data from only one eye compared to both eyes through 43% in Italy and 47% in Sweden. A large
changes prevalence estimates, and given that astig- contact lens market such as the United Kingdom
matism becomes more common with age, 2,3 the records 30% of all soft fits as toric, noting when

TAKE-HOME MESSAGE Examine current toric
fitting practices around the world and how they relate
to both the prevalence of astigmatism in general, and
to meeting the needs of patients. Opportunities for
growth are explored along with sharing tips and tools
for practice.

FIGURE 1 Soft toric fits as a proportion of all
soft fits in countries reporting >100 fits in the
international contact lens prescribing report,
2019;6 red line depicts average prevalence of
astigmatism (>0.50 DC)5
Toric fits as a proportion of all soft contact lens fits in 2019
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other soft lens fits are removed toric fits represent
43% compared to 57% of spherical lens use. This
difference reflects the broader use of other soft
lenses, specifically multifocals and monovision
for presbyopes. Note that the same comparison
between toric and spherical does not show such a
large change in US fitting practices. Toric lens fits
represent 27% of all soft fits in the United States
and 34% of fits when only compared to spherical lenses. This data indicates that the US market, along with other countries that also fall below
the 40% figure—such as Japan (18%) and Greece
(23%)—have an opportunity to be more proactive.
It is also relevant to note that the international
contact lens prescribing report provides a snapshot of fitting activity for each year the survey is
conducted. The number of ECPs returning completed surveys varies by country, and of course represents a very small proportion of the total number of ECPs in that region. Given the time required
to complete the survey, it could be argued that
those ECPs who do are a self-selecting group of
interested contact lens practitioners to start with.
Perhaps consider the results of the international
contact lens prescribing report as a potential predictor of where the rest of that particular market
may be heading over time.
Daily disposable torics
Fitting habits are influenced by lens availability, and increasingly, more soft toric options and
expanded power ranges are available as daily disposables. Use of daily disposables as a modality is
increasing worldwide, and while countries such as
the United Kingdom and Denmark have reported
significant fits with this modality for years,6 the
United States has only more recently moved toward
proactive fitting and refitting into daily disposables.
The global value of the spherical daily disposable market grew by 5% between 2018 and 2019,
with the United States growing at 8% compared
to 1% in the United Kingdom and 5% in Japan.7
Note the growth in the soft toric market over
the same period. Globally, soft toric daily disposables grew nearly 3 times that of spherical lenses
(14%), with double-digit growth in Japan (14%),
the United Kingdom (13%), and the United States
(19%).7 This indicates increased fitting of soft toric
daily disposables and can be contrasted with global
growth of frequently replaced soft torics at just 2%
during the same period.7
These data show encouraging and growing use
of soft toric daily disposables, suggesting—for these
countries at least—the gap between astigmatism
prevalence in the population and soft toric prescribing rate may close over time.
Eye care professional attitude
Interestingly, while the growth in soft toric lenses,
and daily disposables torics in particular, is encouraging, it does not mean all ECPs trust the performance of these lenses. A recent survey of 400
ECPs in the United States sought to establish practitioners’ beliefs and attitudes toward soft toric
contact lenses.8 Do they provide benefits for low
astigmats over spherical contact lenses? Is vision
with soft torics comparable to spectacles? Are they
easy to fit?
The results were revealing. For visual perfor-

Contact Lenses
TABLE 1 Tips to capitalise on soft toric lens opportunities
ECP belief

– Ensure ECPs in the practice are confident in the performance of modern soft toric contact
lenses for fit success, predictable orientation, rotational stability, vision performance, comfort, and repeatability
– Address misconceptions with education and practical experience that may be offered by
contact lens manufacturers or professional education initiatives: address beliefs about
product performance, necessity of correcting low levels of astigmatism, the fact that use
of aspheric designs does not “mask” or correct astigmatic refractions.
– Range: Wide coverage for almost all astigmats in frequent planned replacement soft toric
lenses and many with daily disposable lenses

Patient
communication

– Proactive communication and professional recommendation to all patients with at least 0.75
DC of astigmatism, including:
• Neophytes
• Lapsed wearers
• Spherical contact lens wearers
• Monocular astigmats
• Part-time wearers
• Presbyopes

Demonstrate
benefit

– Use real-world visual tasks to assess vision
– Demonstrate visual benefit of correction of low astigmatism to current spherical lens wearers
– Ensure lens fit is rotationally stable, with any movement following large eye or head movements
recovering quickly and predictably and assess rotational recovery from manual displacement

Practice tools

– Keep diagnostic trial banks stocked
– Follow manufacturer’s fitting guide for initial lens selection
– Always base initial contact lens prescription on up-to-date refraction
– Make use of online tools
– Train practice staff to order trial lenses prior to contact lens appointments

mance, on average, 60% of responsdents agree
that toric lenses provide better visual acuity for
low astigmats (0.75 DC and 1.00 DC) than best-vision sphere contact lenses.8 This means 4 out of
10 ECPs may believe that a spherical correction
in these patients is “good enough.” Further, only
half agreed that they believed toric lenses provide the same visual acuity as a patient’s up-todate spectacles.8
Together, these two results suggest 40% to 50%
of ECPs believe spherical correction for low astigmats is fine and/or that toric contact lenses do not
deliver visual acuity as good as spectacles. With
this mindset, this subset of ECPs have compelling
beliefs to avoid proactive toric recommendation.
Ideally, to be widely adopted, a contact lens
should be quick and easy to fit with predictable
performance. Nearly two-thirds (65%) of ECPs
agreed toric lenses are quick to fit, although only
around half agree they are as easy to fit as the
equivalent spherical lens (49%) and that they have
excellent rotational recovery (55%).8 This leaves
one-third to one-half of ECPs potentially harboring concerns that soft torics are not easy to fit,
take longer than spherical lenses, and may not
have good rotational recovery.

Opportunities to explore
The wide variation in soft toric fitting practices
around the world provides a number of areas to
address. These include patient needs, professional
communication, product performance, and practice set up. See Table 1 for a quick summary.
Correct low levels of astigmatism
This article opened by noting that low to moderate levels of astigmatism are rarely omitted from
spectacle corrections. The impact of leaving as
little as 1.00 DC of astigmatism uncorrected can
result in a significant decrease in distance and

near visual acuity, reading speed, with low levels
(1.00 DC) of induced astigmatism also decreasing
reading fluency, and stereoacuity.9-11 Uncorrected
astigmatism can result in increased symptoms of
ocular discomfort, dry eye and headaches.9,10 Contrary to historical thinking, spherical soft lenses,
in particular thick or high-modulus designs, do not
“mask” astigmatism.”12-15 Further, aspheric lenses
do not demonstrate improved visual outcomes for
low astigmats compared to toric corrections.16,17
Uncorrected astigmatism not only results in
reduced performance and induced symptoms for
the wearer but can ultimately lead to contact lens
dropout. Sub-optimal vision performance is a significant cause of contact lens drop out by itself,18-20
with more recent research finding a correlation
between worse vision and reduced overall comfort
scores.21,22 Astigmats have been shown to over-index in contact lens dropouts,18,23 a fact which serves
as a pertinent reminder to ensure the vision and
comfort needs of this patient group are fully met
in contact lenses.
When compared with spherical lenses, correction of astigmats with toric lens designs results
in significantly improved subjective and objective visual performance.24,25 In practice, the benefit of fully correcting low amounts of astigmatism can be demonstrated with patients by having them view the smallest line of letters they
can see both with and without the cylinder correction in place. These differences can be subtle
and are often better demonstrated using a target
that isn’t a letter chart.
Patient expectations
Patients want vision, comfort, and health from
their contact lenses. Poor vision or comfort can
result in dropout from lens wear. A prospective
study of new wearer fits established dropout at 12
See Toric lenses on page 36
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months to be 22.4%, with poor vision cited as the
main cause of discontinuation (41%), followed by
comfort (36%).20
Product performance and practice set up
Dissatisfaction with early hydrogel soft toric designs
has been documented and includes reports of intolerance, inadequate fit, handling difficulties, and
problems with vision.26 Unpredictable fitting characteristics,27 variable lens position with blinking,28
and head position 29,30 all contribute to fluctuating
vision and poor outcomes.
Given this history, it is understandable, as seen
in the survey of U.S. practitioners, that some ECPs
may still hold concerns about the performance of
soft toric lenses.8 However, the design of modern
toric lenses has evolved over time. A number of
different approaches to achieving reliable and predictable orientation position and rotational stability exist, such as dual thin zones (Precision Curve
lens design, Alcon) prism-ballast, modified or optimised prism-ballast (Optimised Toric Lens Geometry, CooperVision; Peri-ballast design, Bausch +
Lomb), and dynamic stabilized designs (Blink Stabilized Design, Johnson & Johnson Vision).
The aim of these designs is to achieve both quick
and consistent fitting for the ECP and deliver comfort and stable vision for the wearer. Several studies have examined the performance of modern
soft toric lenses for static high contrast acuity,
real-world visual tasks, rotational stability with
eye and head movements, and rotational recovery.
Results indicate, with small differences between
designs, that modern methods of stabilization perform well.29-34
A study investigated the success of fitting astigmats with soft toric contact lenses in three patient
groups: existing soft spherical lens wearers, contact lens dropouts, and neophytes.35 The fit success rate in order for those three groups was 80%,
75%, and 70%, respectively, with previous spherical lens wearers also recording an improvement
in visual acuity, and the neophyte group a level
of vision in their contacts lenses comparable to
their spectacles. Results such as this are important to help dispel concerns still held by ECPs that
soft toric lenses do not provide vision as good as
spectacles.
ECPs tend to underestimate the proportion
of patients that can be corrected with available
soft toric contact lenses. In a recent survey in the
United States, ECPs were asked, “What percentage of your astigmatic patients would you say you
could prescribe with just that one [reusable] product?” Responses ranged from 55% to 74% depending on the product.8
When modern soft toric lens availability was
compared to a large database of spectacle prescriptions, it was shown that typical coverage is
higher than ECP beliefs; an example of which is
a toric lens with cylinder correction available up
to -1.75 DC, spherical powers from +4.00 D to
-8.00 D, and 10 degree axes available around the
clock provides cover for at least 90% of spectacle
prescriptions,39 and that percentage may be even
higher for some soft toric lenses.
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When
compared
with spherical
lenses,
correction with
toric lenses
results in
improved visual
performance

Also, research shows that modern soft toric
lenses are as quick to fit as spherical lenses.37 Plus,
additional support and resources are available to
ECPs and their staff to help achieve time-efficient
fitting in practice. Access to trial sets in practice
provides an opportunity to immediately offer toric
contact lens experiences and deliver added value
for the patient in one appointment.
Initial lens selection, either for trial sets or via
pre-ordering, can be supported in a number of
ways, ranging from manufacturer supplied fit
guides, printed tools which confirm available prescription range, through to online toric lens calculators available, for example, from CooperVision,
and Johnson & Johnson Vision. Accuracy of the
online tool available from CooperVision, OptiExpert, has been shown to agree with investigator
prescribed final prescriptions in 9 out of 10 eyes
for different toric lenses.41,42 Use of this system supports accurate initial trial lens selection for CooperVision toric lenses, and also enables trained support staff to order trial lenses in ahead of scheduled-appointments, if trial lenses are not available.
Both the accuracy of initial prescription choice, and
the ability to use staff to order ahead, are helpful
to ensure efficient use of time in practice. These
approaches can be applied to other lens fittings,
including spherical and multifocal.
Further opportunities
In those countries that already have a proportion of
toric fits which approaches the prevalence of astigmatism in the general population, further opportunities exist.
Those patients with astigmatism in one eye
only—monocular astigmats—should not be forgotten and may gain visual benefits from having their astigmatism fully corrected. Their visual
need to wearing a single toric lens if the level of
astigmatism in that eye is low (0.75 DC or 1.00
DC) may depend on whether the cylinder is in the
dominant eye, the axis of their astigmatism, and
the visual needs of the individual. The availability of several “families” of contact lenses enables
patients to wear the same material in both eyes,
one sphere and one toric design. Wide prescription
availability across contact lens families results in
the majority of patients being able to be fitted.36
Another group with the potential to be over-

looked are those with low-moderate levels of astigmatism who wear lenses only part time. The potential attitude of “spherical is good enough” for parttime wear should be challenged, especially when
the reasons for lens wear are factored in. That parttime wear may be for sports, hobbies requiring fine
detailed vision, or social engagements where night
driving may be necessary. Optimizing vision to be
as good as spectacles could have significant benefits for these patients, and prescription range availability in daily disposable soft torics has increased
over the last few years.
Remember also the low astigmats who are corrected with only spherical contact lenses. Although
adapted to that level of acuity, they may benefit
from improved quality of real-world vision if fully
corrected. Additionally, quality of life scores have
been shown to improve with a soft toric compared
to a spherical lens for low to moderate astigmats.37

Conclusion
While some countries report relatively high levels of soft toric prescribing from a select group of
ECPs in the international contact lens prescribing
report, this may not be reflective of wider prescribing practices in the region, and wide variation still
exists in how proactively soft torics are fit around
the world. There are good reasons to check and
ensure soft toric prescribing is not overlooked:
patient’s visual demands are high, and sub-optimal vison performance leads to contact lens dropout. Modern soft toric contact lenses provide high
first-fit success rates that can be made more time
efficient in practice with the use of online fitting
tools such as OptiExpert. Neophytes, lapsed wearers, low astigmats, monocular astigmats, and astigmatic presbyopes all present significant opportunities to recommend toric lenses and ensure the
patient’s visual needs in their contact lenses are
being met.
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ZERVIATE™ (cetirizine ophthalmic solution) 0.24%
Brief Summary
INDICATIONS AND USAGE
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ZERVIATE (cetirizine ophthalmic solution) 0.24% is a histamine-1 (H1)
receptor antagonist indicated for treatment of ocular itching associated
with allergic conjunctivitis.

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION

Recommended Dosing: Instill one drop of ZERVIATE in each
affected eye twice daily (approximately 8 hours apart). The single-use
containers are to be used immediately after opening and can be used
to dose both eyes. Discard the single-use container and any remaining
contents after administration. The single-use containers should be
stored in the original foil pouch until ready to use.
CONTRAINDICATIONS

InDispensable

None.

WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
Contamination of Tip and Solution: As with any eye drop, care
should be taken not to touch the eyelids or surrounding areas with
the dropper tip of the bottle or tip of the single-use container to avoid
injury to the eye and to prevent contaminating the tip and solution.
Keep the multi-dose bottle closed when not in use. Discard the singleuse container after using in each eye.

Contact Lens Wear: Patients should be advised not to wear a

Blackfin
unveils
‘To the
Roots’
campaign

contact lens if their eye is red.

ZERVIATE should not be instilled while wearing contact lenses.
Remove contact lenses prior to instillation of ZERVIATE. The
preservative in ZERVIATE, benzalkonium chloride, may be absorbed
by soft contact lenses. Lenses may be reinserted 10 minutes following
administration of ZERVIATE.

ADVERSE REACTIONS
Clinical Trials Experience: Because clinical trials are conducted

under widely varying conditions, adverse reaction rates observed in
the clinical trial of a drug cannot be directly compared to rates in the
clinical trials of another drug and may not reflect the rates observed
in practice.
In 7 clinical trials, patients with allergic conjunctivitis or those at risk of
developing allergic conjunctivitis received one drop of either cetirizine
(N=511) or vehicle (N=329) in one or both eyes. The most commonly
reported adverse reactions occurred in approximately 1%–7% of
patients treated with either ZERVIATE or vehicle. These reactions were
ocular hyperemia, instillation site pain, and visual acuity reduced.

USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS
Pregnancy

Risk Summary
There were no adequate or well-controlled studies with ZERVIATE in
pregnant women. Cetirizine should be used in pregnancy only if the
potential benefit justifies the potential risk to the fetus.
Data
Animal Data
Cetirizine was not teratogenic in mice, rats, or rabbits at oral doses
up to 96, 225, and 135 mg/kg, respectively (approximately 1300, 4930,
and 7400 times the maximum recommended human ophthalmic dose
(MRHOD), on a mg/m2 basis).

Eyewear
company revisits
its origins in new
ad campaign

Lactation

Risk Summary
Cetirizine has been reported to be excreted in human breast milk
following oral administration. Multiple doses of oral dose cetirizine
(10 mg tablets once daily for 10 days) resulted in systemic levels (Mean
Cmax = 311 ng/mL) that were 100 times higher than the observed human
exposure (Mean Cmax = 3.1 ng/mL) following twice daily administration
of cetirizine ophthalmic solution 0.24% to both eyes for 1 week.
Comparable bioavailability has been found between the tablet and
syrup dosage forms. However, it is not known whether the systemic
absorption resulting from topical ocular administration of ZERVIATE
could produce detectable quantities in human breast milk.
There is no adequate information regarding the effects of cetirizine
on breastfed infants, or the effects on milk production to inform risk of
ZERVIATE to an infant during lactation. The developmental and health
benefits of breastfeeding should be considered along with the mother’s
clinical need for ZERVIATE and any potential adverse effects on the
breastfed child from ZERVIATE.

Blackfin eye wear looks
back at its origins in a new
advertising campaign titled
“To the Roots.” Photos set
in ethereal landscapes
are highlighted alongside
glasses and sunglasses
of various styles, shapes,
and colors.

Pediatric Use: The safety and effectiveness of ZERVIATE has been
established in pediatric patients two years of age and older. Use of
ZERVIATE in these pediatric patients is supported by evidence from
adequate and well-controlled studies of ZERVIATE in pediatric and
adult patients.

Geriatric Use: No overall differences in safety or effectiveness have
been observed between elderly and younger patients.
NONCLINICAL TOXICOLOGY
Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility

Carcinogenicity
In a 2-year carcinogenicity study in rats, orally administered cetirizine
was not carcinogenic at dietary doses up to 20 mg/kg (approximately
550 times the MRHOD, on a mg/m2 basis). In a 2-year carcinogenicity
study in mice, cetirizine caused an increased incidence of benign
liver tumors in males at a dietary dose of 16 mg/kg (approximately
220 times the MRHOD, on a mg/m2 basis). No increase in the
incidence of liver tumors was observed in mice at a dietary dose of
4 mg/kg (approximately 55 times the MRHOD, on a mg/m2 basis).
The clinical significance of these findings during long-term use of
cetirizine is not known.

More at: https://bit.
ly/2Mgwgku

Mutagenesis
Cetirizine was not mutagenic in the Ames test or in an in vivo
micronucleus test in rats. Cetirizine was not clastogenic in the human
lymphocyte assay or the mouse lymphoma assay.
Impairment of Fertility
In a fertility and general reproductive performance study in mice,
cetirizine did not impair fertility at an oral dose of 64 mg/kg
(approximately 875 times the MRHOD, on a mg/m2 basis).

PATIENT COUNSELING INFORMATION
Risk of Contamination: Advise patients not to touch dropper tip to

eyelids or surrounding areas, as this may contaminate the dropper
tip and ophthalmic solution. Advise patients to keep the bottle closed
when not in use. Advise patients to discard single-use containers after
each use.
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Concomitant Use of Contact Lenses: Advise patients not to wear
contact lenses if their eyes are red. Advise patients that ZERVIATE
should not be used to treat contact lens–related irritation. Advise
patients to remove contact lenses prior to instillation of ZERVIATE. The
preservative in ZERVIATE solution, benzalkonium chloride, may be
absorbed by soft contact lenses. Lenses may be reinserted 10 minutes
following administration of ZERVIATE.
Administration: Advise patients that the solution from one single-use
container is to be used immediately after opening. Advise patients
that the single-use container can be used to dose both eyes. Discard
the single-use container and remaining contents immediately after
administration.

Storage of Single-use Containers:

Instruct patients to store single-use containers in the original foil pouch
until ready to use.
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NO PAZEO*?
NO PROBLEM!
For ocular itch associated
with allergic conjunctivitis

INITIATE
ZERVIATE

®

Choose the topical prescription
treatment that delivers the
proven power of cetirizine
(active ingredient in ZYRTEC*)1
• Provides fast-acting, long-lasting relief
that lubricates with every drop 2,3
• Covered on most commercial and
Medicare Part D plans

INDICATIONS AND USAGE
ZERVIATE® (cetirizine ophthalmic solution) 0.24% is a
histamine-1 (H1) receptor antagonist indicated for treatment
of ocular itching associated with allergic conjunctivitis.
IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
ADVERSE REACTIONS
The most commonly reported adverse reactions occurred
in approximately (1%-7%) of patients treated with either
ZERVIATE or vehicle. These reactions were ocular hyperemia,
instillation site pain, and visual acuity reduced.
Please see brief summary of Full Prescribing Information
on the adjacent page.

Available by
prescription only

Formulated with HYDRELLA™ for comfort.1
Visit MyZERVIATE.com for more information.
References: 1. ZERVIATE [package insert]. Fort Worth, TX: Eyevance
Pharmaceuticals LLC; 2018. 2. Malhotra RP, Meier E, Torkildsen G,
et al. Safety of cetirizine ophthalmic solution 0.24% for the treatment
of allergic conjunctivitis in adult and pediatric subjects. Clin
Ophthalmol. 2019;13:403-413. 3. Meier EJ, Torkildsen GL, Gomes PJ,
et al. Phase III trials examining the efficacy of cetirizine ophthalmic
solution 0.24% compared to vehicle for the treatment of allergic
conjunctivitis in the conjunctival allergen challenge model. Clin
Ophthalmol. 2018;12:2617-2628.
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TrueColor confocal imaging
Ultra-high resolution
Fast image acquisition
No dilation (2.5 mm pupil size)
Space saving

Supine, elevated & seated operation
No corneal disruptions
Suitable for every patient
Single use probes to exceed infection
control guidelines
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